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INSIDE
*LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A13
- Some community-college
,
deans would zet larger, raise,
than professors and other'
employees under a ptoposal
designed to keep the 'deans
from leaving Kentucky for
higher pay at other schools.
top official said. Page .4
• - The sixth annual Jackson Purchase Art & Cra1f-F6tival. to he held Saturdas. Jun:
5. from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday.. June 6, from 10 ant
to 5 p.m. at the Kenlake State
ill
Resort Park in Aurtiu
offer a variety of inter,•stin,
crafts from across the L itted
States. Page 10
Michael
•SAN DIEGO
Jordan's obsession lor gambling and golf resulted in a
SI.25 million debt during a
10-day period in 1991. ac,ordingIo a book written by a Sall
Diego entertainment executR,Page 8

NOTICE
• Emergency Medical Technician classes will he offered
beginning June • 17 in Murray.
KY Tech applications are
available at the Murray Fire
Department. 2074.($.- Fifth
Street, Murray, or call
762-0321. Applications must
be turned in by June II. Th.classes will be on Monday s
and Thursdays from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m. for approximately lour
months. Cost for emergent:\
personnel (which include
ambulance _personnel and
members of- emergency services with mutual aid agreements with the MFDi is 552
for books and supplies.

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly cloudy vdth
40 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low in the mid 6Irs.
South wind around 10 mph. Friday. partly sunny with a 50 percent chance of thunderstorms.
High in the mid 80s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 72'
359.4, +0.2; below 300.8, -M.4
BARKLEY — 72'
359.4. +0.2: below 302.0. -0.3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

HEALTH CARE REFORM

MIDNIGHT BLAZE

Task force
is appointed
Universal coverage was the
foundation of an. ambitious bill
Jones was unable to push through
the General Assembly in a special session last month. Creation
of a 25-member Task Force on
Health Care Reform w,i; part 01 a
compromise he yx as forced it,
accept.
Jones and tour ad's iSk'l s v.cie
given slots on the task tor,e. but
legislators made up the
remainder.
Thicy included Demo:raw and
Republican leaders of both :hambers, plus chairmen of the House
and Senate committees that deal
with health care and the state
budget.
Six more legislators, all Demo
TURN TO PAGE 2

Tradition

Navajo beliefs
hurt investigation
Hospital where she is a specialist
FORT DEFIANCE, Ariz. iAPi
crossinternal medicine. • - Th..
in
a
at
is
Allen
Beulah
adyantage ol Navaio medic in,- ,
roads of two cultures. A Nayajo
raised in tribal traditions, she is-- that it views a- tvattent-as a- etunoleic human being."
also a doctor trained in modern
But Navajo taboos and tradimedicine, treating a baffling illtions haye also complkated the
ness that is killing her people.
work pl the in
•7-•b,
said she welcomes
iny estiga tors.
ktiii tribal and Western medical
Navajo President.Petersini
traditions in dealing with the
with his people this we, k
pleaded
disease
that
frighteningly rapid
to cooperate IA tih the insestigahas killed 13 people.
torS and said Navajo y istiiiis
"We in medicine tend to look
will break the taboo
families
...
parts.
at patients like pieces or
against speaking of the .dead
We neglect their souls and their
\l let said doctors also ha'.t
minds,- she said at the Fort
Defiance Indian Health Service • TURN TO PAGE 2

STACEY CROOK Ledger & T•••-oc ;)!0!,:)
Calloway County Fire-Rescue solunteers work to contain a blaze in the garage area at the honie of
Day id Graham. 2202 Quail Creek Drive, at approximately 11:30 p.m. Wednesday. The garage and
adjoining room suffered major fire damage. No injuries were reported. The cause of the fire is
ti Roundup. page 2, for more detail's.
under insestigation. See Local

Guinier wages battle to save nomination
1.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Lani
Guinier says fairness requires
that she be allowed a Senate
hearing on her troubled nomination as the nation's chief civil
rights enforcer. But the White
House, acknowledging strong
opposition, said today "you have
to be realistic about the
situation." .
. -My,own mother does not recognize me in terms of the press
and the media that I've been
receiving," Guinicr said on
ABC-TV's "Nightlinc" program
late Wednesday. "11 there's a
senator who only knows me
through the media, I wouldn't
blame" him for criticizing her.
She vowed to continue to fight
for her nomination.

"My own mother does not recognize me
in terms of the press and the media
I've been receiving.--Lani Guinier
Guinier's TV appearance came
shortly after a senior adininistra,
lion official said Clinton had told
lop aides he believed growing
Senate opposition had doomed
the nomination.
'The president said this nomination had no future,- the official said, speaking on condition
of anonymity. The aide added
that Clinton did not sa.v outright
that he would withdraw the nonn-

though that was the

Flat
111111h, a II()11.

CCI, deputy chief ok.staff
R
at the Whits' House, defended
Gunner this morning, saying on
CBS that • her W ruing 's hjse
lyen inisund.istood and taken
out ot context.Jim Neel. in 3 later appearance
on Fox Nlorning News. said "you
ha's to be realist', about the situation. If there is severe opposr

non. von have to stip kids and
what's going on with
OUt 111,M 11111A of ii is
tigure
that.

10iic out

real - and how tinkli h lust alt.
'•We're doing that right mm.

oiling rights pro(Ind'
sears in the 1980s,
reit for ha, beeti attacked as_ a "quota
queen'• and ''tar out 01 the mainstream'. on issues such as affirmative as non. Critics say she has
espoused e \lie me race-hased positions in twr ritirtg% on the

Sh:.'s working hard to state her
:e on this.- Neel said.
c:11,
The statements followed day.
t.
Rightsmu
01 news reports that Clinton
'is
tugs,
rut
(homer has
ThoNe
would drop Guiltier.
reports continued today. with The
The I edeta I Voting Rights
New York Times quoted mindenbe used to t.!11:11";MILT 11111
can
Act
as
tilted White House of
0111V the right to vote. hut the
Wednesdecided
Clinton
saying
day evening to ‘A !antra% the right to etlective representation
in government_
nomination. Only the timing and
That ...II; be a.,.11111)1101M by
manner of her withdrawal needed
ele,tion procedures, a
different
to be worked out, the Times said.
veto- in legislatures.trli.t.
Anin,
UniverGuinier. a 43 year-old
profeslaw
ama
Penns
sity of
sor who led the NAACP Legal • TURN TO PAGE 2

Wheel Cruisers
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Hencs are winners in TV game show contest
By AMY WILSON

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

VOLUME 114 NO. 131

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) --Another attempt to reform KenJucky:s health-care system got
under way with appointment of a
task force Wednesday.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, one of its co-chairmen, said
-the group's goal would be to
draft legislation for another special s6sion of the General
Assembly before the end of the
year.
Rose. 1)-Winchester. said
health coverage for all Kentuckians also would he a goal,
though "probably the most difficult thing to achieve."
But he'agreed with tiox. Brereton lone, that "you cannot, for.
the li ng. term, control (healthcare) costs without having um(ersal coyerage.•' Rose said.

•

Mark and Patricia Ilene of Benton spent May 23-30 on a luxury.
cruise courtesy of the Wheel of Fortune. Their winning entry was
chosen out of the eight million that were entered in a contest sponsored hy the game show.

Ms. Hem:.

Although Ms. Ilene did 'not
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
really belOve anyone ever worn-When Mark and Patricia Henc Hoist. contests, her husband
(il Benton sent in their postcard encouraged her to enter.
"We talked about it and he said
to the Wheel of Fortune with the
do it Just for tun,'" Ms.
let's
words 'drama,' print,"catch2
said.
Hem
never
and 'place' on it, they
The Ilencs watched the show
dreamed they would eventually_
night, wrote down the red
each
wind up on a luxurious cruise
on a postcard and sent it to
words
23-30.
May
show.
The Ilencs. both avid viewers the
In order to win, at least three
(if the Wheel of Fortune, won a
the use words had to he corof
seven-day cruise in a contest held
rect. Out of eight million entries.
in February.
Hem; is a self-employed finish there were 67 winners. The
carpenter and builds furniture. tic Hencs are the only winners from
and his wife have three children: Kentucky.
"The funny thing about, it was
Lester. IS; Melissa, IS: and Ashwe missed the Friday show
that
ley, 9.
made up a word to send in
1
and
letter
red
three-week
"A
I knew I already had four
since
sweepstakes -was held and you
answers,"-Hem: said.
correct
wrote down the red letters and
was notified by an
couple
The
a
was
There
word.
spelled out a
Express letter.
Federal
official
different word each night. We
it, my husreceived
we
"When
won during the third week:: %aid

•

te

hand op..ned it up and sat we
had on. I told him, 'Yes, let's
Noe how much money they want.
there's got to he a gimmick.'"
M. Ilene said.
The Ilencs called a special
phone number listed on the notification to verify that they had
worm. Then, plans were made for
the cruise.
The couple flew from Paducah
to Miami, where they boarded the
ship.
-It was a seven days and seven
nights cruise to the Bahamas.
Jamaica, Grand Cayman Island
and Cozumel, Mexico," Ms. Henc
said. "1 .was sick the first night,
but it eventually cleared up the
next day.
The Hencs both agreed that
one of the highlights of the trip
was getting to take pictures with
‘'anna White.
• TURN TO PAGE 2
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Guinier wages...
FROM PAGE 1

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher
lit

•
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ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager
DAVID STQMi
Circulation Manager
KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager
The Murray Ledger II True(UM 300700)
The Murray Ledgsr& Times • Mashed
every anernoon except Sundays. July 4.
Thanksgiving Day. Chnstmu Day and New
Vests Day by Murray Newspapsis Inc.. Mt
*melt Dr . Murray KY 42071 Second
Gass Pose. Pada Murray, KY 42071

••••
s,,asCRiPTiON RATES' In Ness already
served by carnets $5 par 'with. sayable in
advance By mai in Callow_ ay Co. and io
Bernon, Nude. Mayfield, Se&le and Farmington. Ky and to Pans, Buchanan and
Pigyear. Tenn S57 per year By rnail to other
destmations $5450 per year
Tc 'each iI depanmems at tne neesPaPIP
"re 753 1916
••••

ki.oray ledger 8 Tyres a a manta'of
'no,Asst.:limed Press, Kentucky Press Aim>
near and Southern Newspapers PL.:ashen
Association The Associated Press a exduvv.., smiled lo news onginated by the
t.i..,•-ay _sager 8 Teas
'he

had called Guinier a "first-rate'
civil rights attorney whose legal
writings have been unfairly criticized. But he also said he didn't
agree "with everything" she
wrote and that he had "to take
into account" Senate Misgivings
about the Jnomination.
The White, House approved the
"Nightline" - appearance after
Guinier and her supporters in the
civil rights movement said they
thought they could mount, a lastminute public relations blitz to
revive the nomination's chances.
That blitz included visits with the
editorial boards of The Washington Post and .The New York
Times.
The media blitz also meant a
final decision by Clinton was
"fluid, at least for a day or so,"
the White House official said,
adding however, that the nominalion was likely to be withdrawn
before the end of the week.
The civil rights community.
meanwhile, has held two news
conferences praising Guinier's
abilities, and at the latest one
Wednesday, it urged Clinton to
support his nomination of the
woman he has known since their
days at Yale Law School,

or rotating leadership positions.
"The Voting Rights Act
should he used to monitor all
aspects of the political process to
challenge the right (it the majority to its monopoly (it power at
the executive and legislative. not
just the electoral, leYel," she
wrote in an article for the Brookings Institution last year.
blackS, -particularly
those elected hy whites, may not
he consideied "authentic- representatives of minority needs.
On ABC, she denied she
favored quotas and said she
should be allowed a forum to
"correct the record."
'Fairness requires that I be
given an opportunity to present
my views to the Senate" at a
confirmation hearing, Guinier
said at what was a rare public
appearance for an administration
nominee prior to confirmation.
She said the news media have
picked up "distortions" spread
by critics and "echoed in a game
of telephone."
Earlier Wednesday, Clinton
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Pick 3
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Sponsored by
Downtown Business Association

The Pick
10-16-24-25-28-35-43-49
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Shoppers Can Register In All Participating Businesses

200
Shopping Spree

3rd Prize

2nd Prize

1st Prize

'100

'75

Shopping Spree

Shopping Spree

ito

Stop

Pkg.

$209.40/yr.

Because of a typesetting error,
the date for the Playhouse in the
Park's free summer preview musical cabaret was incorrectly
listed. The cabaret is scheduled at
8 p.m.: Saturday. June 5, on the
deck of the playhouse.

.••••
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AUDIO/VIDEO
Come by our showroom at...

808 Coldwater Rd. • 759-1835
5 HBO's, 5 Cinemax's, 5 Disney's, 3 Showtime's
and 2 Moyle Channels and all your
favorites plus...100's of FREE channels!

$22.96

$271.504r.

Month
S•1111.11
tt ofLI 11()

ClIletTl.t N. 01
_‘10
,
.

"Western medicine has its lint " •Zah said Wednesday.
Zah gase no specifics on what
the medicine men will do. It IN
taboo in Navajo culture to discuss.
their work. Traditionally. medicine men are tribal elders who
perform ceremonies, such as
making sand paintings, to cleanse_
and heal the spirit:A NaYajo [Becht me man IA as
also expected to pelortn a purification rite today at a state park
near - Gallup. N.M., where a
„I3-year-old girl collapsed Friday.
She died Salurdat. the most
recent
ictini. Nayaios has e
refused to set toot in the park for
fear ol evil spirits.
Allen said taboos may not he
the only reason NaYajos might be
reluctant to to discuss the illness:
The st ig ma it carr les eini Id
explain their reticence. Health.
officials has e Lomplained that
news reports identity ing the %Lions by name has e hindered
et ous to gather information
1

"Your only source for complete home entertainment from
outdoor speakers to a full digital home theater."

-6 One Stop

2-4 great
MCI
,5.1
Int ludine v, 4111r

encountered rcsiNtalki: when asking families for permission to do
autopsies..
"The). do not understand wh)
a body needs to he cut up and
explored alter a person has
died.'• she said. "It's dishonormg to the person who has died.''
Scientists have been trying for
SSCels\ to find out _what is causing
the flu-like resp.rator.v illness
15130Ni 20 confirmed sictims hase
mainly been people with ties to
the Navajo reser%;1114,111 in New
Mexico, Arizona and Utah.
NOSS, the tribe has asked its
ineok inc Ten
three to four
to join the search
dit

AUTOMOTIVE

Have you ever seen satellite TV? If not, you
don't know what you're missing! Because satellite
TV offers you the ultimate home entertainment feast;
excellent audio reception...exceptional video reception...and superior programming choice. Interested?
Getting started is now easier than ever.
Now until June 20, 1993, we're offering two
premium channels for the low price of $90. To take
advantage of this great offer,subscribe to one of our
exciting annual packages.

First

SEARCH CONTINUES FOR JONES

FROM PAGE 1

ICIT:ARIFICATION

Shell

Register at the following participating merchants:
Lee's Hallmark
Burnett's Shoes -Moon Jewelers
Cheryl's Flowers and Gifts
Murray Mckenzie Jewelers
Commercial Bank & Trust
Office Concepts
Corn-Austin of Paris
Liberty Federal Savings Bank
First American Bank
Paris Hardware & Gilts
Fry Drug
Post-Intelligencer
Furniture Exchange
JCPenney
The Gallery
Perkin's Drug
None's Gifts and Baskets
Ruffles & Ruffnecks
Greystone
Security Bank
Higgs & Matthews
The Toggery
Howard & Jobe
WTPR/K0
Jack Jones Flowers
The Youth Corner
Joyce's of Pans
Kristin's Italian Restaurant
Must be 16 years of age to register. Drawing at 8 a.m. Tuesday, June 8.

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP

Navajo...

WM"
.C11.1t1

One Stop Expanded

One Stop Absolute

$369.96/yr.

$435.001yr.

2t) al eat _channels ins luding Enk.ore
and °Re premium I hannel dyour
Plut. your 5h5ik e of 11130/Cinemax
or Show,tune The Vlo‘ le Channel

t.

According to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Roger
Dale Jones. 19, Hazel, has not been located as of press. time Thursday
morning Authorities are still searching for Jones who has been missing
since approximately 1 p.m. May 28. The investigation is continuing

CRIMESTOPPERS OFFERS REWARD
CrJnestoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering a $500 reward for
information that leads to the arrest of the person or persons involved in the
May 28 disappearance of Roger Dale Jones, 19, Hazel. Another $500 cash
reward is being offeredlor information that leads to the arrest of the person
or persons involved in the theft of a red 1993 Yamaha Timberwolf fourwheel all-terrain Vehicle that was stolen from the Lynn Grove area last
month and valued at $3,500. Both of these crimes are under investigation
e has 4nformatienby the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. Ifabout these crimes, call Crimestoppers at gr-T500 and remain
anonymous.

-FIREFIGHTERS RESPOND TO LATE-NIGHT HOUSE FIRE

The Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to a call at 2202 Quail Creek
Drtve at approximately 11:30 p.m. Wednesday. Firefighters were on the
scene within four minutes of the call. According to public information officer
Mike Sykes. the home, owned by David Graham. was occupied at the time
of the blaze, No injuries were reported. When firefighters arrived, the twostory, two-bay garage was engulfed. The garage and adjoining room suffered major fire damage. Firefighters were able to recover most of the con-tents of the house after the blaze was under control- The remainder of the
two-story house suffered smoke and water damage. Sykes said 29 men and
were on the scene for more than five hours.
three.trucks
_

IlTaskforce...
FROM PAGE 1
crats, were enlisted to work with
the task toree's three committees
.1%.:ess. cost containment and
finance and Medicaid review.
Rose and House Speaker Joe
Clarke ol Danville will head the
task force, ,Ahich was approved
by the Legislative Research Com- .
mission on Wednesday.
Other members:
Sens. Charles Berger, DHarlan: David Karem, D Louisville: Fred Bradley, DFrankton: Nick Kafoglis, DBoss line Green:' Mike Moloney,
D-Lexington: Benny Ray Bailey,
D-Hindinan: John Rogers, RSonierset: Charles Borders, R-

•Hencs are...
FROM PAGE 1
"She was exceptionally nice
and everyone was great," Ms.
Hen, said. "II you wanted to talk
Ii) her, you could."
Since this \S;I\ the Hencs' first
cruise, eYery thing was exciting
tor them.
1` "Experiencing the different
cultures and ,seeing the beauty of
it was great," Henc said. "The
plants were so beautiful. Meeting
everybody on the ship was fun."
"We- tried to get things from
ex en place we went," Ms,Henc
smd.
Auditions were held aboard the
'-flip for a shim that will be aired
during the first week in
Noy ember.
' "Ws.' didn't make it as contestants, hut we were part of the
filming for the opening for Cruise
Week '‘“," Hem said. "We were
on Private Island in the Bahamas,
by Norwegian Cruise
Line, and we are holding a banner right behind Vanna White."
Among the cruise winners
-s crc people who had entered the
Lont:.st seYeral times, while the
II CM s had on I y entered once.
Ol all the places they visitdd,
the Hencs liked -Jamaica the most.
They saw the house where
007's nmvie, "Live apd Let Die,"
was filmed, in addriion to seeing
Dunn's River Falls and Shaw
Plantation.
•
"Jamaica was a little overcast

I Agin
tt tvic‘ 1515,11 14 .1..) 11)
hannels. int Luling The I )i,ne.‘
Channel. I IR(). Cinema\ Siltn% flintThe 7.,1o, ie Channel
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"If you ever get to go on a
cruise and you can choose an
island, choose Jamaica," Henc
said. "It has lots of bargains and
is incredibly beautiful. We had
never been on a cruise before and
we really loved it."

ilutagmc . . .'
,ourself lit a illtbC311
.-0.!
Iiilarktplacr Hoinib 2

riti*
or

in the mornings, but it was beautiful," Henc-said."We didn't want
fo be on a schedule so we went
around by ourselves,.
"The tropical plants were beautiful. The people were incredibly
friendly and treated us like kings.
There were all kinds of crafts."
Henc said the cruise was worth
approximately S3,500. but the
amount varies according- to airfare. A form will be sent to them
for tax purposes with the actual
amount on it.
"Our waiter and busboy were
amazing on the ship. They told us
what taxis to take, where the best
bargains were. They could speak
English quite . well," Ms. Henc.
said.
"There-were shows on the ship
all the time with top-notch performers," Henc said.
"When they put on a show,
they did it right with the lighting
and everything. They had all
kinds of games and contests for
us and there was something to do
all the time."
Since visiting the various
islands, the Hencs have clearly
decided which one to recommend
to other people.

A Summertime Highlight

co.
S'

Russell; Tom Buford, RWilmore;
Reps. Larry Clark. D Louisville; Kenny Rapier, I)Bardstown; Greg Stumbo. 1)Prestonsburg; Jody Richards, DBowling Green; Marshall Long..
D-Shelbyville; Toni Burch, 1)Louisville: Tom Jensen, R London; Danny Ford, R-Mount
Vernon: Clarence Noland. R Irvine:
Secretary of the Cabinet Kevin
Hable; gubernatorial Chid ol
Staff Diana Taylor: Robert Slaton, a University of Louisville
hospital administrator. and Joe
Prather, a former- state senator
from Vine Grove who was Jones'
first finance secretary.

Vacation
Bible School
-SMELL the ?ZratiS 01 bakeries
-HEAR the Sounds at workers and animals
- SEE!-IvhIlacers in Bibietimes attire
- EXPERIENCE learning tne occupational skills of the times
-JOURNEY %Otte caravan to visit the great storyteller
• SING & DANCE Israeli folk dances
- WRITE Hebrew in the Scribes shop

TBS

When: June 7, 8, 9
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September 1 is D-Day
for signal theft!
•

Arid your choice of:

..And.vour choice of:

Plus!

Time: 9 a.m. to 12:30
Where: St. Leo'sParish Grounds
North 12th St.

EPHRAIM

Registration Fee:

$5.00 Per Child
4 Yr. Old-6th Grade

W608 th "

'E

Get your system legal before
the price increase and take

in ,
the
marketplace
Is that Christ
oo ynebyeing
Is/m
I close by and
maybe
coming.
The

G5 9

1:11-191(

or
SifONTIME
SHOWTIMIE

advantage of this programming
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Clinton considers moderate jurists Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience \m% Otters

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton, nearing a decision
on his first Supreme Court nominee, is concentrating on moderate
jurists as a premier (immunity to
prove his centrist credentials,
administration officials say.
SeYeral Clinton advisers close
to the selection process said an
announcement vvaiuld be made
within 10' itlys, perhapc -e-arTy
as Friday hut more likely next
week. "He's very close ---- at the
c4urich phase," said one adviser.
who like others spoke only on
condition of anonymity.
Three male federal appeals
court iudgcs considered to he
praginatie centrists are the most
widely cited candidates. They are
Gilbert S. Merritt of NelISIIS
Tenn . Stephen G. Breyer of Boston and Jon 0. Newman (il Hartford. Conn.
But one oil ictal closely
ins ols ed in the 'search said there
V4:1% -a handful of names on a
floating short list," including one
,.%oni.in. This ollioal refused to
spe,atic beyond speculating
Ch/11011's decision was at least a
t1/4'ss days off.
Another administration aide
said "it's more than ohs ious"
Alien asked why Clinton was
intent on picking a moderate to
replace Justice Byron. R. thite,
ho i stepping- down at the end
ot the l'ourt's term.

The Wall Street Journal
reported in today's editions that
Interior Secretary. Bruce Babbitt
also was on Clinton's short list
lor appointment to the court.
The former Arizona governor
and I9148 presidential .and
was said by an aide to he hiking
in a national park and unayailable
for comment, the paper said.
Babbitt appoanceit Sandra Day
OVonnor, now a Supreme Court
justice, to the Arizona bench
when he Was goy ernor.
Clinton has laced considerable
Criticism from moderate hackers
,who say his administration had
tilted to the left, trom relying too
much on tax increases in his tit:Ilk:it reduction plan to noluneam e.
controversial hhera I legal seholar
Lam Gunner to head the _luso.. s'
is ii rIt!hts
Department.
)s
dis ision.

South Carolina Gov. Richard
y,aley: had told Clinton he was
not interested in the court post.
Women Jurists considered by
the White House search team
included two state supreme court
judges. Shirley Abrahamson of
Wisconsin and Christine Durham
of Utah. One of those involved in
the search, however. said they no
Ionucr were ¼1i1 thi. ITS/.
Merritt, 57, was appointed to
ts.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in Cincinnati m 1977 by President Carter. He has been presiding judge smee 1989. Two sourees. including one involved in the
sdetitsn process, said Wednesday that Merritt is under "strong
Lonsideration" and is being subrested to the baekground checks
that top prospects undergo.
Another oil i ijl. however, cautioned against reading too much
into that. "He's not alone at the
background :heck level.'' this
oil icial said
Breyer. 54. and Newman, 61,
had liberal Democrats and liberal
nalg.es•as their mentors, hut are
generally regarded as centrist
consensus-builders. a trait Clinton is said to want as he tries to
tilt the eourt away from the conservatism of the Reagan-Bush
sears
Both also are Jewish, and Clinton has said he would like to
appoint the first Jew to the court

ClItilOp's nano's% log oi his
a•i he
high-court seareh
laces intense pressure on the Gmmer nomination, horn moderates
• who want her name withdrawn to
civil rights leaders demanding the
president I IOU tor his ehoise
'II there's a tight over this
'leotirti nominee, it won't be oyCT
liberal issues.- said one Chinon
ads iser iaiiiili.ir \\Oh 11h.• se,irs Ii
pro.ess
Other sinuses. in South Caroli
ma and Washington. said I.
toils education seireiar.. limner

since Abe Fortas resigned in
1969.

p
UPS Pick-Up

Breyer clerked for Justice
Arthur J. Goldberg in l9o4-65.
He served as a prosecutor in the
Watergate cases and has been an
aide to Sen. Eduard Kennedy on
the Judiciary Comnuitee. Significantly, Breyer was nominated by
Carter 'and was confirmed_jtier
Carter's defeat because of 'Republican Judiciary. Committee support. Republican Sen. Orrin
Hatch of Utah, a committee
member, has said he would support Breyer.

Daily Monday - Friday

II

Ship Weekly & Sate money
%1•I 4 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 J.111.• 7 p.n.. Sun 1.±. p.m.
Huy b41
4/hmpit. Plata
753-23140

UPS

ServicemAsTER
Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists

Newman, perhaps less moderate than Breyer, clerked for
Chief Justice. Earl Warren in
1957-58. He was appointed to the
federal bench by President Nixon.

COM MER1CAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

The recently released papers of
Justice Thurgood Marshall show
that a 1972 Newman opinion in a
Connecticut case provided the
framework for the high court's
1973 Roe vs. Wade decision
legalizing abortion.

40>

Sports Card Comic Book Show
Saturday, June 5

One Clinton aide said there
was "considerable di\ ision"
among the search team over
whether Newman slituild he disqualilied because ot a 1991
newspaper couiiineii lar iii which
he criticized Justice Clarence
Thomas as unqualified lot the
high court.

VF Factory Outlet Mall
Union City, TN. (Hwy. 51 North)
9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Free Admission

* Comic Book Artist Jim Hall will be on hand to sign autographs.

0 HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 759-1864

Faculty wants explanation of deans' raises

_ employees.

0
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Don't
Throw
e Away

KentUAN
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Ile declined to estimate the
size (it the deans' raises.
Several community -college
professors said raises tor deans
that e weed the average for other
employees would hurt morale.

ht.1,
111C••

atfairs lageed behind the salaries
1104.'1, hi
paid by compaia bk
S50.290
nearly SI2.000. lli
median

salary

ol

Kt:Muck •.

academic allairs deans Y‘ as [war
lv S7,600 less than at_out-of-state
scto(ils, according to the study
:s -College
hy the co ni m
systerrl. Thc.• raises will be proposed to
the I*K arustees as part ot the
(BUS ers ity
budget on June 22.
UK President Charles

The noted that all communitycollege salaries were frozen in
the eurrent year, which ends June
;ft and they believe that the
roughly S(1,400 average salary
tor Ia(ulty members is

Wethington, ss Ion heads the
stern. con'community-college
firmed that he and Carr has e discussed deans' raises.
"Ben does feel he can or
should make some move to close

Mark Wilburn, the Jefferson
Community. College representaIlse at a systemwide faculty
meeting %Lexington last month,
said he 'A as struck by system
officials' ladure to discuss the

Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat

8 oz. Rib-Eye Steak

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

Toss Salad
Choice of
Potato
Texas Toast

$475

$4.25

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special

Saturday & Sunday
County Ham

$3.75

Breakfast $3.1.5
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Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461
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inadequate.

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

I'm Recyclable!

"

gap.'' Wethington said. "I'm
.quits' sure the gap won't entirely
be closed, but I'm certainly willing to look at a proposal that
would bring those salaries more
mit line.'•

The planned raises are based
iii a study that showed that deans
ot business at
and aeadonne
at lairs at Kentucky's .0111111UMR
colleges s4Sere pald less this yiar
than such deans at comparable
schools ID other states.
The `s4l.273 median salaryliii

Ge

deans' raises at the meeting
Faculty salaries have increased
in recent years because that's
been a priority, • Carr said. Rut
deans' salaries have lagged, and
he said it's now time to start
catching up.

SEAFOOD

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Some community-college deans
would get larger raises than prolessors and other employees
under a proposal designed to
keep the deans from leaving Kentucky for higher. pay at other
schttolS, a top iii ticial said.
But . several faculty members
said it was unfair to treat the
deans _differently from Other
employees during a budget crisis.
"I think they'll have to
explain" the deans' raises, said
John Sistarenik, a Jefferson Corntriunity College professor and
laeultv representative on the Uniersity of Kentucky hoard.
Although he's a trustee, Sistareruk said he first heard of the
plans for the raise from a
reporter.
State community -college
Chancellor Ben Carr declined to
he specific, hut said he wants to
pros isle the deans increases above
the ; percent merit raises available. on average. br all system

S3HONn1 31T1d

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
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There's never been a
better time to buy!
Come by and
make us
an offer.
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Hand Rails
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-

Decking Materials

Cash
Rebate

Largest and best
inventory of
new at'
used
vehicles
ever!
"Ask us about Special Leasing Available on the 1993
Crown Victoria and Grand Marquis."

Treas Lumber Do-it center
Open
7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Homo Investment Company Since 0484
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

'Out of the closet'P.I. not ashamed
Dear Editor:
For years I have hiddcn the real me, timidly tip-toeing around the
subject, held captive by society's narrow-minded views of "my type."
But now, I am coming "Out of the closet." I know'. must be a disgrace•
to my contemporaries, but I can no longer deny who I really am. Yes,
Murray, I am P.I. — politically incorrect.
I believe there are things which arc intrinsically right or wrong; I
:,:bilieve in a strong national defense — for the purpose of security, not
:-letial• experimentation; I believe Christopher Columbus was probably
ãn- O.K. guy; and I believe it is an honor to be able to call myself an
Acherican.
:Probably most disturbing to my colleagues, though, is the fact that I,
believe raising a family can be a fulfilling, challenging career. I can
, almost feel the patronizing pats on my head and hear the hushed whispers of, "poor oppressed dear." I hardly consider myself oppressed. I.
am a college graduate (and not in home economics, though that is a
respectable major); I follow current events; and I vote. Yes, I do work
outside the home; however, I recognize that my self-worth does not lie
in "bringing home the bacon." Ana,--sorry Hillary, I enjoy baking
cOokies — as well as reading periodicals and watching MacNeil/
Lehrer.
I' am bothered that "my type" are considered ignorant and-passive
by those who claim to be P.C..— politically correct. That judgment by
the P.C. is somewhat puzzling in these daysof "cultural diversity" and
tolerance. Surely tolerance is not to be afforded only to those who are
gay. socialist or "pro-choice." Yes, let us please hear their points of
view; but do not chastise me if mine differ.
and I'm not ashamed.
• - There. I said it. I am
Mrs. A.R. Hall
1505 Diuguiti. Murra\

0

Clinton gambles on Gergen
•
taded or ha‘e been

WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
mirrored hallways of political
image making, the product is in
the perceptions, and the work of
changing them is not risk-free.
That is the potential down side in
David Gcrgen's sudden enlistment to return to the White
House, this time for a Democrat.
After tours there with three
Republican presidents, Gergen
said his job as counselor to Bill
Clinton is to use the talents of the
Democratic ciinpaign to better
advantage, and to develop and
communicate a vision of the president's objectives.
"The message here is we are
,rising above politics," Clinton
said in appointing Gergen,
friend for nearly 10 wars.
But there's another, less positive message for the skeptics who
complain about the way things
are done in Washington, and it is
that insiders prevail, party and
policy tics notwithstanding.
That's the Ross Perot argument
about the way decisions art made
inside the Beltway. He feeds the
suspicion that they're all in it
together, that the establishment
insiders wield power no matter
who is elected to govern.
That Beltway crowd and the
brain-Aead politics of Washington
were targets in Clinton's own
campaign for change. Clinton ran
as the outsider: the new look at
the White House doesn't quite fit

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
he a political disaster.
that mold.
"I have been very concerned
'I Just think it time we get
that
the cumulatise etiect ot
that
beyond some of these games
sonic of the things which are now
we play in this town,- Gergen
ser,.....mueh in the news has ems en
said in a CNN interview. "The
to the administration a tinge that
ol
sick
are
people in this country
is too partisan and not connected
it.
to the mainstream, pro-change.
He was talking about partisan
politics and polifuture-oriented
infighting. When Perot says Much
tor president to
that
I
ran
cies
the same thing, it is about the
Clinton said Saturimplement.Washington establishment
nde4syk ashe announced Gergen's
although he too is close enough
role.
to Gergen to base tried to hire
That
roundabout sentence sug1992
him for a top job in the
gests that he hasn't changed. Just
campaign.
Gergen may well prove a real that impressions ot loth have. But
.asset to the administration, as he Clinton signed oil on the strateo
did a dozen years ago in selling that sought to push his eLononok
the Reaganomics program Clin- proposals though Congress on
ton denounces and seeks to undo. paris lines, with Democratic soles --- the course that undid his
with his economic plan.
Jobs
spending bill when Senate
can
Clinton
hardl.
s
Indeed,
Republicans
blocked it.
afford to let it he otherwise. In
emphasized
issues anti
Clinton
Gergen, the president has hired a
Republican media ielehrity for a- agreed- to appointments that
seemed to Ins centrist Democratic
publicly announced effort to
change his image. Saying that allies -- and to Gergen the corn:
makes it more difficult to do. inentator • a lurch to the
In the process. some campaign
And to have it end badly would

the

i

Abortion issue source ofconfusion
Dear Editor:
B.A.I.K....in case you do not have the same dictionary that 1 do, it
means "Boy, Am I Konfused." Here is .the reason....
• January marked the anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade decision. Did
: you know that in those few/4 short years the abortion mills have legally _killed over 29 million babies? A few comparisons might help us to
:realize the amount. Since 1973, the abortions have exceeded 20 times
the war dead in the 214 years of our country. In this short time we
have eliminated 12.8 percent equivalent of our population. In the land
that is supposed to 'respect life, an average of 4,190 babies are dying
by abortion every day. That's about one every three minutes.
- Here is why l'm really "Konfused"... A teenage, unmarried expectant mother can have an abortion without the consent of her
:parents...BUT she has to have their consent to get her cars pierced, or
- to donate blood, or even to have a tooth pulled...rather strange, isn't
it?
It seems the unborn do not have any rights, but let's look at how
this works in other areas. It is not a crime to destroy the unborn child,
but break an eagle's egg, kill the mother, and you go_ to prison. Did
you know that great construction projects have been halted to protect
a little minnow, the snail darter. You sec why I am confused. Someone said, "the legs of the lame are not equal," whatever that means.
Rev. Ercel L. Carter
1707 Ryan Avenue, Murray

ersed
In politiLs as in -big league
baseball, the instin,t is to ;hange
managers. That's not enough to
end a losint. streak unless the
pla.sers dehser. With his campaign foundering, President
George Bush summoned his old
manager, Jim Baker. hack to the
White House. But what change
there ‘k as ss as neither soon
enough nor convincing enough to
turn the course of a losing
L-ampaign
Gergen said he belie+. es Clinton uants to he more oil a centrist
than he has scented. No one
individual is going to ... sa‘e this
presidency.- he said in an ABC
inter% le‘k Sunda.
s. "The presidenc.s doesn't need to he
saved.''
What it does wed. he said in
the CNN interA iew • is to "develop and communicate a is ion ot
where this president wants to go
•
so the people knos's where he
wains Ito eo and are \killing to
march behind hint
oliser%
While Mod:rate
k' Democrat, prat sed
the
Gagen appointment, Sch. Bob
Dole, the Repuhlican leader, said
on ABC that it Ina) he more PR
than ansthing
And that. Dole argued, 1.111
the real problem..
''It's not the Illev•enger,
re
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Objects to primary election system
••••

Dear Editor:
In the Saturday, May 22, paper the article -Regional Politics" by
Bob Lewis indicated that in order to win a county primary election
you have to be a registered Democrat.
This seems to be true; however, if all the people that are really
:,publican would register as such instearOt hiding behind the Demo. erotic party in order to have a vote the county primary election, we
-*mid see a change in the figures quoted in the article. Also, if the
temocrats were not so prejudiced against the Republicans, they would
welcome a two-party government system in these primary elections
esten if no Republiean Candidate is on the ballot.
Last fall's election proved that no matter the character or platform
of a candidate, if he or she is on a Democratic ticket, that person will
'1-)e elected.
iply friends, it is not the party that makes a man or woman a fit
leader for our country. Why are intelligent people so satisfied with
such dirty politics?
It is time for all people to wake up and see what a m'ess we have in
the United States and cooperate with each other instead of fighting
Over a political choice. Together we can solve the problems that we
are having in our schools, local and state governments.
1 was born in Calloway County and lived here until after I graduated from high school. As there were no jobs to be had during the
Depression, my husband and ,1 moved north to find work.
We returned to Murray 16 years ago and have been law-abiding
citizens, paying city, county and property taxes. We have supported
our local schools, local businesses and churches, but when a primary
election comes each year, I cannot vote for any candidate unless a
Republican is running for an office. As an American citizen, 1 feel I
have the right to vote for our city mayor, council, magistrate, etc. This
system stinks! It's unfair and badly needs to be changed.
Last fall the people voted for a change — well, they have what they
asked for!
• All I can say is "Lord, have mercy on our beloved C.S.A" for it is
headed for g fall that no Democrat or Republican, no senator or congressman, or any other man can fix.
• Only God can heal this mess we have brought on ourselves. And He
is not going to do that until we turn to Him and ask for help.
.• Fellow Republicans, stand up for your beliefs and we can all work
together for a change that will prove we can win in a primary election.
Mrs. Katherine Ray
816 North 19th Street, Murray
••••••••••1110

Just-drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
-their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
editor. We print letters on a varier}, of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must he signed by the wri-ler. with the writer's address and telephone number included in
.case verification is necessary (telephooe numbers will not he pub43he4). Letters must not be more than 500 words. Letters ehou Id be
Opewritten and double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
.Condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
.•!!-Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Led•gir A: Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

-

TAY IT NO MIND. IT'S ONLY MIDDLE-MANA6gMENT

Confusion, controversy not done
Anyone who believes the confusion and controversy surrounding
AGREE OR NOT
health-care reform has disappeared
with the abortive special session and
the creation of a health-care task
force had better think again.
The 25 members of the newlyformed task force-20 of them legislative leaders of both parties and
Syndicated columnist
five appointees by Gov. Brereton
Jones- are charged with coming up
Even the powerful chairman of
The Kentucky Hospital Associawith a plan to reform the states
tion argued the new tax system the Senate Appropriations and Resystem of health care that both Jones would not reimburse hospitals for venue Committee, Mike Moloney;
and legislators can live with and put treating the poor and some hospitals couldn't Whittle the special fund
in the statute books, perhaps by the in small, rural communities would down to $90 million. His committee
end of the year.
go out of business as a result. The took the rare action of overriding
But the single achievement of the hospitals demanded a special fund him.
late and unlamented special healthbe set up out of the provider tax
"Ifanything,this session has been
care legislative session demon- revenues to pay them for treating the
total
win for the hospitals, at the
a
strates the kind of pressures first the
poor.
expense
of the taxpayers of Kentask force and later,the full legislatucky," Moloney said.
of
in
the
way
Without
much
ture will experience from special
That being the case, it doesn't
interests determined to influence the. information that hospitals actually
would go out of business or hard and take an overactive imagination to
outcome.
Under federal mandate to change fast figures on what indigent care form a mental picture orthe swarms
the way Kentucky finances its Me- actually costs Kentucky hospitals of health-care lobbyists pushing and
dicaid program by July 1, the spe- annually, the General Assembly shoving the task force in the coming
cial session imposed new and ex- agreed to give $120 million a year to months to tilt reform legislation
their particular ways.
panded taxes-on health-care provid- the hospitals.
ers- hospitals,doctors, pharmacists
and the like. It's one of those
complicated things that makes eyes
glaze over and brains go numb after
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
a few minutes of discussion.
1408 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
The new taxes on providers will
502-444-7216
(Paducah) or 202.125-3115 (Washington)
generate an estimated $225 million
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
a year, which in turn will be
173/t Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
matched with federal money, to
202-224-4343
(Washington)
finance medical care for the state's
McCONNELL
SEN.
MITCH
U.S.
poor. Under the tax system being
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
scrapped, hospitals were repaid
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
their taxes plus extra funds.

Todd Duvall

Attention Washington!

People representing hospitals,
nursing homes, doctors (and their
various specialties) dentists, pharmacists - the whole spectrum of
health care - and, of course, the
insurance industry in all its glory
will be pulling out all the stops to
sec to their financial interests.
The only reason their weight
didn't collapse the marble floors of
the Capitol in the special session is
they soon figured out Jones' plan
was dead and had been sent to the
morgue.
Now the process begins all over
again.
The one ray of hope the !ask force
will accomplish what it sets out to
do is that most legislative leaders
and certainly Jones' health-care advisors are skeptical of the mountains
of facts and figures special intersts
produce to prove their cases.
They've also learned well the
kind of constituent pressure General
Assembly members can expect
when the full powers of the insurance/health-care industry arc pui
into use. The first challenge to the
task force will be to stand up to
those powers -ori behalf of the
taxpayers and people of Kentucky,
especially the uninsured.
If, however, Kentucky ends up
with a reform that creates special
funds to take care of the special
needs of every special interest in the
health-care process, we will have
gone quickly from bad to far, far
worse.
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
First Assembly of God. Highway 94 East, will feature the New•
Life Drama Company on Sunday. June 6, at 6 p.m. This group, associated with Norvel Hayes Ministries, will present a Christian drama.
Pastor Jerry Hendley invites the public to attend.

TOPS Chapter meeting tonight
TOPS Chapter 1469 wilL meet .tonight (Thursday) in Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and a meeting
will begin at 7 p.m. This week's topic will be "Diet Lies" and will be presented by Katana Darnell. This is a non-profit organization designed for persons who have a desire to lose weight. All visitors are invited to attend.

Singles will have events Friday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have a game and dance night
on Friday, June 4, at Weaks Community Center, Poplar Street, Murray.
Beginning at 6:30 p.m.. the evening will begin with a potlouck dinner. All
singles are encouraged to bring a dish to share and dancing shoes or cards.
The SOS is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults, whether
always single. separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Pamela. 753-7638, or Jeanne., 753-0224.

Andrus installed as president of local club
Martha Andrus was installed as
president of the Murray Woman's
Club for 1993-94 at the Club's
closing luncheon on Saturday.
May 22, at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house.
The installation service was
conducted by Clara Austin, first
vice president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Other officers installed were
Evelyn Wallis, first vice president; Sue Allison, second vice
president; .Lula Belle Hodges,
recording secretary; Karen Isaacs,
corresponding secretary; Naomi
Rogers, treasurer.
Installed as chairmen of the .10
departments were Cecelia Brock,
Alpha; Lois Sparks, Creative
Arts: Vonda Gibson, Delta; Paula

Crouse, Garden; Gladys Jarrett. and recognition rk.scelYed h the
Home; Lynda Chaney. Kappa;
Murray Club at the .tate
Barbara Tompkin
nl1da — convention.
Pierce, Music; Jeannetta WilThey were first place in Contiliams, Sigma: Anna Mae Thurnuing Education, School Issues
man, Theta; and Mary Wells, and Conservation's EnvironmenZeta.
tal Issues; second place in PressA memorial service for two
book, prepared by Martha Guier:
long time club members, Ruth
third place in KFWC President
Kennedy and Pauline Johnston, Trulla Poynter's Special Project
was conducted by Lois Sparks. in Recycling, 100 per cent Honor
Music was presented by Terri
Certificate; first place in Student
Bryari, soloist, with Maxine Clark
Short Story and Student Poetry
as pianist.
entries; second place in Crafts for
Gerry Reed, retiring president
Lou Ann Philixit's qdilt
of the club, was presented a gift
'Four. Murray Club President's
by Andrus. Other retiring officers
Certificates of Appreciation were
are Eva Morris, first vice presiawarded for their cooperative
dent, and Lou Ann Philpot, effort, along with parents, teachrecording secretary.
Reed announced the awards

ers, students and heavy equipment operators. Both County
Judge/Executive Ueorge Wcaks
and Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
were commended and were present to receive awards.
Reed expressed thanks to Dan
Farris'..Auction Company for the
work done for the Art 6uction
which benefitted the City and
County Schools' Art Programs in
the amount of S1,0(10. She also
presented a certificate to Dr.
Lanette Thurman for her work in
the recent Women of Achievement Recognition.
Hostesses for the meeting were
members of Delta and Zeta
Departments

3 WEEK DELIVERY

OFF GOLD

Bingo Play place changed for Friday
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has changed its Bingo Play to the
Wishing Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on Friday from 8 to 10
p.m until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo play will go toward local
projects of the Action Group including landscaping in the area, tourism
promotion and help for needy persons in the area. Play is open' TO the
public.

HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS RINGS

Single Too plans activities
Single Too will have activities on•Saturday. June 5, and Monday. June 7
The group will meet Friday at 3 p.m. at University Church of Christ parking
lot to go to Roger Lisanby's house at Eddyville for a fish fry. The singles will
meet Monday at 7 p.m. at Louie's Steak House. This will be dues night and
planning night for July activities. This group is for all singles "ofall saes
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Wynnona. 753-7845. or Celia. 753-6078.

Rogers reunion On Saturday
Th'e reunion of the H.S Rogers Sr family will be Saturday, June 5, at the
old depot in Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck meal will be served at
noon. All relatives and -friends are invited to attend.

09er ewes
Aug 29 1993

Clara _Austin, right, first vice president of KFWC, installed officers of Murray Woman's Club. They are, from left, Karen lssacs,
corresponding secretary; I.ula Belle Hodges. recording secretary;
Sue Allison, second vice president; Evelyn Wallis, first vice president; and Martha Andrus, president. Not pictured is Naomi
Rogers, treasurer. In front with hack to camera is Gerry Reed.
retiring president.

The Intrepid Style
fashion Collection Styles
in 105 Gold oniy

ARTORVED
A

RI Ws

The(iriOttlflass Ring,

BRING THIS AD

Ladies' 1)ati littichcon planned

PLUS FREE CUSTOM FEATURES
A VALUE Of OVER 'Sr'

COOK'S JEWELRY

A Ladies Day luneheon at Murray Country Club will be Wednesday...lune
9. at noon. The menu will be taco salad and. dessert at a cost .of $5 per
person. Each member may bring one in-town or out-of-town guest. Reservations should be made by Tuesday. June 8. by calling 753-6113.

Murray 753-1606
"W. 11.141.V See PPP.
•

Central Shopping Center

stars

•Mason's Chapel plans Bible School
'Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual Vacation
Bible Scrrool starting Monday, June 7, and continuing through Friday, June
11. Classes for preschool through eighth grade will be from 8:45 to 11 a.m.
The theme will be "Of All His Cratures Great and Small Jesus Loves You
Most of All." For transportation and information call Karen Coles, 492-8425.

SAVE $10.061

Cherry Corner plans Bible School

Regular

Cherry Corner Baptist' Church will have its annual Vacation Bible School
starting Monday. June 7, and continuing through Friday. June 11. Classes
for ages 2 through 12 will be from 910 11 a m. For more information call
Lynda Coleman at 436-5604.

Conducting the memorial service for Ruth Kennedy and Pauline
Johnston at the Murray Woman's Club meeting were, from left.
Maxine Clark, pianist, Terri Bryan, soloist, Lois Sparks. speaker,
and Cecelia Brock, Alpha Department Chairman.

MHS Classes plan 60th reunion
Murray High School Classes of 1933 and 1934 will have a 60th class
reunion on Saturday. July 3. The members will have a morning get-to-gether
from 9 a.m. to noon at Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
This will be followed an evening meal at 6:30 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray.
Arty -graduates tlesirrng- to-attend should- have their reservations in by Tuesday, June 15, or contact Hatton Garner, 753-3083, or Margaret Blalock,
753-3659.

Free musical cabaret on Saturday
Playhouse in the Park will present a musical cabaret on Saturday. June 5,
at 8 p.m. on the deck of the playhouse. The free, fun filled musical celebration - will kick off the theatre summer season. The cabaret will include
refreshments, scenes from all of the summer productions, musical entertainment, and an opportunity to purchase summer season passes at significantly discounted rates. No reservations are needed, but for more information
call 759-1752.

Mennonite bake sale on Friday
A Mennonite Bake Sale will be Friday. June 4, at Wal-Mart in Muray, The
proceeds will be applied against the hospital bill of a premature infant.

Coles Camp Ground plans homecomirw
The annual homecoming and memorial day services at Coles C-amp
Ground United Methodist Church will be Sunday, June 6. Sunday School
will
10 a.m., followed by worship at 11 a.m. with the Rev. Layne
Shanklin as guest speaker. A potluck lunch will be served at noon with singing beginning at 1 p.m. Persons are urged to note the change of time for
services for this Sunday only.

be at

District election on Saturday
Calloway County Fire District No. 6 (formerly Harris Grove and Hazel Fire
District, not Hazel City) will have its election for two trustees on Saturday,
5, from 6:30 to 10:30 a.m. at Southwest Calloway Elementary SchOol.
Property owners residing in the district are eligible to vote for two trustees to
serve with three that have been appointed by the County Judge Executive.
Those nominated are Glenn Crawford and Charles Cooper.

June

CCC Camp 1517 plans meeting
Camp 1517 of Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) which was in operation
in Murray prior to World War II will have its annual meeting and potluck on
Saturday, June 5, at Murray-Calloway County Park. A basket dinner will be
served at noon. All former members and their spouses and families are
encouraged to attend to this special annual event. The camp was located
south of Sycamore Street in Murray.

Elkins reunion will be June 5
. The annual reunion of the late Dallard Elkins and Jane McCuiston Elkins
will be Saturday. June 5, in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The event will start at noon. A potluck meal will be • served.

Retired Teachers plan meeting
Members of Calloway County Retired Teachers' Association will meet
Monday. June 7, at West Kentucky Exposition Center, Murray State University, located on College Farm Road. The retired educators will assemble at
1 p.m. for refreshments, A program will follow. CCRTA President Vanda
Gibson urges all members and retired teachers who are not members, to be
present to discuss matters that affect retired educators.

California Connection plans event
The California Connection is planning a picnic to be held at Playhouse in
the Pdrk platform in Murray-Calloway County Park on Saturday afternoon,
June 19. The group was organized in 1990 and its members are composed
of people who have at one time lived in California, and who now reside in

Murray or Calloway County. Anyone who would like to join the California
Connection can get more information by phoning 759-1337.

•15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
•Computerized Records
'Cards & Gift Items
•PCS •Medimet
•BC-BS 'Paid State Aid
'Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

s

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

$14.95

Now Only

CALENDAR
.1hursday, June 3
TOPS KY 1$.169/Annex of Calloway
County Public Library/6 p.m. weigh-in/
meeting/7 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m. with officers at 7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of VFW and
Auxiliary/7 p.m./National Guard Armory.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior ('iii lens' Center, Benton.
Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.
Baptist Young Women of Memorial
Baptist Church/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
WNW potluck dinner for Mission
Preschool/Children and Youth
1.eaders/6:30 p m
Grace Baptist Church Visitation/7 p.m
Knights or Columbusf7:3() p.m. at K/C
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m /Sirloin
Stockade.
Singles Friendship of Pans, .Fenn./7:30
p.m /Tann Bureau Building. Info/Kennith
Broat II. 753-3580.
Rabies Clinics at Ilaze1/9-1I am/at Almo/2-4
p.m./at Health Center/7-8 p.m.
United We Stand meeting featunng Congressman loin Barlow/7 p.m./University Branch of
Bank of Murray.

$495
with coupon

I hursday„lune 3
BBQ Buffet and Line Dan_cing/Kenlake State
Park Dote]. Buffet/5-9 petir. and Dancing/710
p.m.
Scions Concert/7:30 p.m./Northside Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
Friday, June 4
Rabies Clinics at New Concord/9-11 a.m./at
Duncan's Market, Highway 94 East/2-4 pm./at
Health Center/7-14 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for senior
ciutens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for senior
citizens' activities. Movie and walking planned.
AA and ALAnon/R p.m./open to ncwcornms/
Amcncan Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-431A.
Alford chapter No. 445 of Order of Eastern
Star/7-30 p.m./lodge hall at Aurora.
Main Street Youth ('enter/205 North Fourth
St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/753-TEEN.

Plus 52 95

(Reg. $14.95)Zn
s r.c::,
(2)8 x 10's.(2)5 x Ts' (10) vVallets and 18 Mini-Portraits
S.Ze

Carey It,ef 52 95 pie meson

Dayabie IV, Inn pl1010(papnPI not .ncIorInd
Me other,nal One, Poses fof
tAnhfrOund Yoor lee:erre peps ..xeccenee ono one
prnfratf out 1I,Int Ofln
On vow. I nOst e
eR caperfoe refe no 051191103"
Since,PA 191iIn per subo,I LIp no".'. er1Mievue pose, Nolen Co. orMonel
no eon oese ALL' apeS *MCWoe 1M.N./5 !NOP,age IS Must be a too-0,94W Cry a parent. Groups Wooled to 6
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4.11,
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Shooting Days/Dates: Thurs. thru Mon., June 3-7
Photographer Hours: Daily 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00-5:30 p.m.
AGFA.
Hwy. 541 North, Murray

WAL*MART PORTRAIT STUDIO
Bring In any lower priced advertised offer and WE'LL MATCH IT

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
American Legion Post 89 at Pans Landing,
Tenn.. Fish Fry/6 pm. at post home. Public
ins nett
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/opcn - 3IP
a m. 4.15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9 a.m..4..10
p.m.
Land Between Ilse Lakes events include Plane
tanum Show/I1 a.m. and 2 p.m.Nisttor Center,
Iron IndustrynO• 30 a to. and
10
p.m./Ilomeplacc

utth'' Co7

Arnold,.Norsworthy
are named winners
The Discipleship Training
Department of the Kentucky Baptist Convention held its annual
Children's Bible Drill recently at
First Baptist Church, Paducah.
Two participants from West
„Fork Baptist Church, Lisa Arnold
and Ryan Norsworthy, were both
declared state _winners.
Lisa is the daughter of Dale
and Janet Arnold and Ryan is the
son of Rick and Donna Norsworthy. Gladys Williamson was their
director.

•
i

•
THEATRES•
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Sylvester Mullane in
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Super
Mario Brothers
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J.
Marcy Marine
bride-elect of
Rusty Back
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

"Silver
"
"
Hot Shots

Pitt Deux
(P013)

3:n

7:10

9:00

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
- rgain ig
Is Thursday
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Pierl knports
120511 Chestnut • 753-1851
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1:30
3:30
7:00
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Serving Cafeteria Style

Would Like To Announce /
Their Opening

Tuesday, June 8th

1:30

Wimp Cookilierg A Tad Daman in 1:30
:
4
0 CC
t/rrerV

e55ettau5

Hours
Tuesday thru Saturday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
—and-

5 to 8:30 p.m.
Each Day
June 8-15 Evening Meals Only
Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh Baked Breads. Pies and Desserts
CALL IN ORDERS 753-2348
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray
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+ Grand +
Opening
decitals-; Celebration!
For all Bridal Registries during
the month of June, "Selections
will give a 5piece place setting oftheir chosen china
stoneware pattern. Come by or call for details.

Register for a Lead Crystal Vase
($58 Value) to be given away the
end of June.

Murray's Exclusive
Bridal Registry
Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Alter Hours By
Mob.-Hat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Appointment

753-8808

Hospital reports released
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, for Tuesday,
June I, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Futrell baby boy, mother, Donna
Sanderson. 409 South Eighth St.,
Murray;
McKnight baby boy, parents, Linda
and Jackie, At. 1, Box 65, Benton
Dismissals
Novis McClain, West View Nursing
Home, Murray; Mrs. Myrtle Spaulding,
905 Fairlane, Murray; Osro Arthur Butterworth, At. 1, Box 141, Murray;
Mrs. Leona E. Williams, At. 2, Box
30, Hazel: Mrs. Adonna Lynn Collins,
At. 1, Box 48, Farmington; Mrs. Vicki
E. Reese, Ftt. 7 -Box 258, Murray;
Miss Kala Potts, At. 2, Box 307,
Murray; Mrs. Patricia Phillips, 1574
Moickingbird Dr., Murray:
Mrs. Marilee Mauney and baby girl,
At. 7, Box 704, Murray; Mrs. Angela
Cook and liaby boy, 1805 Ridgewood
Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Susan Shepherd and baby girl.
1424 Riley Hollow Ct., Cadiz: Mrs.
Karen Eloise Terry and baby boy, At
2, Box 167, Camden, Tenn.

TwO newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospitat for Wednesday. June 2, have
been released as follows:

CD We are proud to use QD
recycled newsprint.

Newborn admissions
Starks baby boy, parents, Pam and
Terry. At. 5, Box 761, Murray;
Duncan baby girl, parents, Kim and
Randall, At. 1, Almo.

Dismissals
Mrs 'Gina Andrews and baby boy.
At 3, Box 17T/, , Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Lisa Chrisman and baby girl. At 4.
Box .149, Murray
Miss Lareka Carter and baby girl, 78
Martindale. Apt. 1, Cadiz, Thomas
Nesbitt. At. 4, Murray:
Robert Walker, At 3, Box 418, Murray; Wallace William Krahn. At. 10.
Box 740. Lakeland Wesley Village.
Benton,
Miss Monica Moore, At. 5, Carbondire, III ; Miss Tina LyniiRieiles, Rt. 6,
Box 46, Murray
Expirations
L D Foster. Gt. Murray Manor,
Murray. Hillman Hugh Outland, Box
84. New Concord

Mark Darren Alford
named to Dean's List
i term
for the spring
JACKSON, Tenn. - Mark
Darren Alford has been named to
the Dean's List for the 1993
spring term at Lambuth
University.
He is the son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Jim Alford of Murray. He is
a 1992 graduate of Calloway
County High School.
A student must receive a grade
point average of 3.5 or higher to
qualify for this honor, according
to Leann Edwards-Pruitt, acting
director communications. at
Lambuth.

Romaine Walsh and
Gary Collins to marry
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Shop Reliable Drugs
for ALL of your
health care needs.
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WE HONOR ALL COMPETITOR'S
PRESCRIPTION COUPONS!
BEL-AIR CENTER

MURRAY
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753-8304

Wedding planned June 26
Ms. Romaine Walsh and Gary Collins of Murray announce their
upcoming marriage.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. June 26, at
p.m. in a garden ceremony on the grounds of Murray Woman's Club
House, Vine and South Seventh Streets, Murray.
A receptionwill follow ft ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the Wedding and the
I
reception.

Rogers receives honor
Tammy Feltner Rogers was
recently named the Association
of Texas Professional Education's Elementary Teacher of the
Year for the state of Texas.
Rogers was selected from more
than 58,000 members of ATPE,
largest nonunion group of educators in the United States. She was
nominated by the Arlington, Texas ATPE Chapter which has
about 1,100 members.
The teacher, who is completing
her fourth year in Arlington
schools, teaches first, second and
third grade students with chronic
behavior problems in the Success
Program at Bebensce Elementary.
She has also been selected to be a
part of the Arlington Independent
School District's Wall of Fame.
Mrs. Rogers received her
Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education in 1981 and her
Master of Arts in Learning Disabilities and Behavior Disorders in
1985 from Murray State
University.
Rogers began her teaching
career as a Rcsourcc teacher at
Calloway County High School
from where she graduated in
1978.
• Mrs. Rogers and her husband,

Tammy Feltner Rogers
Jeff, and their son, Adam, reside
in Arlington, Texas.
She is the daughter of James R.
Feltner, principal of East Calloway Elementary School, and Mrs.
Feltner, teacher at Calloway
Middle School. Her brother. Tim
Feltner and his wife, Karen, teach
at Woodstock, Ga. Her grandparents ate Mr. and Mrs. Graham
Feltner of Murray and Mrs.
Emma Hogan of Dover, Tenn.

Hand receives award
Florell Hand, second grade
teacher at Harrison Elementary,
Warsaw, Ind., recently received
the Distinguished Service Award
from the Indiana Federation
Council for Exceptional Children.
The award was presented by
Harrison Principal Randy Polston
and Dr. George Van Horn, director of NCI, during a CEC convention awards luncheon at Indianapolis, Ind.
Hand is a 1987 graduate of
Grace College and received her
Master of Education degree in
1992 from Indiana University.
She has been teaching six years.
Her class at Harrison includes
special needs children.
Letters of nomination for the
award were sent by Polston, Van
Horn, Superintendent Dr. Lee
Harman, as well as colleagues,
parents and students.
Mrs. Hand is married to John

{Atwell Finley Iland
Hand. She is the daughter of
Frank and Faye Finley of Finley
lev.cicrs, Murray.

Roger Allan Graves born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Graves of
601 Meadow Lane, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Roger Allan
Graves, born on Tuesday, April
27, at 6:09 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and measured 20%
inches. He has a sister, .Aimee
Dawn. 4, and a brother, Nathan

Dale, 22 months. The mother is
the former Melissa Herndon.
Grandparents arc Woody and
Donna Herndon of Murray and
Gayle and Joan Graves of Hudson, Wis. Great-grandpare.nts
include Virgil Grogan and C.W.
and Katie Herndon of Murray and
Della Neely of Bedford, Ind.

•

I. ' •••

'

Daniel Grant
Hughes is born

•

-•

CHAPTER MEETING — Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
InternAfierial Sorority members Met reentry 'at-the home a Mary •
Vidmer, seated left. Kathie Fleming. seated right. resident. presided. Also pictured are, from left. Pat Wilson. Marjorie Hall and
Lillian Cook.

need musitheir own show.
4.- ally and theatrically- talented
people who want to perform, as
well as those who enjoy working
behind-the-scenee in a production." 414:4.01'ding to j PlaVilOw.c
•ThlkperN011.
CHOI Bogard skill act as adult
aihisor for the production. Fur
5Q- 7:".2.
111Ore

SERVICE NOTES

Card & Gift Shop
1106 Main St • Benton, KY 42025
Hours: 9 a m -5 p m

Open late by Appointment

On The Court Square!
527-1184
"Congraculattoru!"
Charlotte Greenfield & David Mays
Meg 29, 1993
Melissa Larupkins & Ashley Thurman
June 12, 1993
Kennita & 'dui Kir
—id
May 15, 1993

—

Amy & Travis Hicks
May 16, 1993
Crissy Ehersohl & Jason Wnght
June 5, 1993
Stacy witteu & Terry WEaver
June 19, 1993
Enka Weber .1 Quunen Dodd
lope 26, 1993

Bridal & Gift Shop
Headquarter'

.4•0111w-

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Betty Lamb and Donnie It.
Grubbs of Hazel are announcing their engagement and forthcoming marriage. A wedding date will be announced later.

.Wadesboro Club hears
two lessons at meeting

Two lessons were presented at
the Max' meeting of Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held at Sirloin
Stockade.
Lucy Parker who has just
returned front spending the wint;I- in Florida presented a lesson
on "Home Accessories and
Decorating." Five points of
decorating of look right, feel
right, hear right, sound right and
hushand. Ilticii. oi Murray. and
son. Ii4,bby Fowl:TLC and %% de, -- taste right were given by Mrs.
Parker.
huog;11,., of I ongkie-kk. Texas.
"Caring For Your Feet- was
NIrs. I .iv. rei c
s Ic.Mrs.
the lesson presented by Ruby
sp,I nn La.k(cilke. and one
Burchett.
sister. Nola Yarmouth. are
The devotion was given by
dek
Ann Darnell who read Irom
Ilk- tias
and
Proverbs 10:21 and a poem,"You
several great-granichildr„.11
fla‘e Civet' Me" by. Juanita Caps, ..i.,i1,1,1111*•11 Iii
page. Prayer was by Betty
L) iria .11..41 Jenatieridari,,.
Palmer.
rider Latimer ot Tro,,
khomta Iloyvard and husband,
Terry, and childr,...n.
Nathan. Aaron,
iidersoll and
Amanda. Fouis.ille, 1111,1 SerpC,
'WEST LAFAYETTE, hid. L.,niiiicr and
‘1;11:1%•:.111.
Peter Whey Luciano of Rt. 6,
flu:hand, "Fortino.. Atlania.
Box 161. Murray, has earned
ilstiii North Palm
and (hiiicL
academic honors for the spring
Itea4.-h,
1993 semester at Purdue
FinYersity.
lie is studying in the field of
mechanical engineering. He is a

Birthday reception held
in honor of Murray man
A birthday reception in honor
of Terry Lawrence was held on
Sunday, May 23. This was for his
90th birthday.
The event was held in the Fellowship Hall or Scotts Grove
RalltiSt Church.
cro his
Hosting the es cut
daughter. Mrs. Billie Wilson arn

The
Side Door

MURRAY
TODAY

Young Actors' Guild to
hold meeting on Friday
Young Actors' Guild of
Murray/Callov..ay County Community Theatre invites all high
school age students to a cabaret
planning meeting on Friday. June
4, at rmon at Playhouse in the
Park.
Dates for the YAG Cabaret
will he July 1 and 2. "This is an
opportunity for Yaggies to put on

Dr. Robert C. Hughes, M.D.
and Dr. Joyce Forsthoelel Hughes, \1 1). of 1543 Oxford, Murrax, arc the parents of a son,
Daniel Grant Hughes, born on
Tuesday. Mo. 4, at 6:27 a.m. at
!Onus.% -Calloway County Hospital. The mother's name was inad%ertently listed %%rung in the
anniluncement on June 2.
Th-c --tY:rhy weighed seven
pounds seven mimes.. and mea,
sured 19'
inches. The have
duce other sons, Nathan, Bryan
and Pastrick. Grandparents are
Kenneth and Rose Forsthoetel of
Lou-pmfle.

•
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(Disciples of Christ)
N. 5th tit.

Imogene Palmer. pi;snicio.
announced that International Day
on Thursday, June 23, at Cony
rummy. Room of North Bran, h of
Peoples Bank. This will be poi
luck event with Charlen,' Kurth
as featured speaker.
The club sent one ,1111,1 to Ow
Food and Fun ('amp for (1111411;n
Elaine Collins gave a rep,'it
her trip to the Kentucky
makers Convention held at
Lexington.
A'so present were P.ry
Bedwell, LaVerne Hardie. Hank Jones, Della Outland. Dixie Pal
mei., Grace Parker, \laitha Itni
terworih, membeis. and F!III .1
I aqi Attain S, v I
.
ThC club ••
IICArJune X. .11 I I a.m. i Sin
Stockade.

753-3824

SUMMER SCHEDULE
Sunday School - 9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:00 a.m.
Starting Sunday,June 6, 1993

JUNE
SALE
'

Picture
i-rames

On Selected
Items
Cook
- Books

Luciano named at Purdue
1991 graduate ol Calloway Colin
ty. High' Sch000l.
Luciano was among 5,90(1 .stn
dents named. To he named fur
this honor, a student mu.' hay,
earned at least a 5.5 senie,t,•r or
cumulative grade-point a%
on a six-point scale.

Hasty named at Harding
David W. Honchul
SECOND LT. DAVID W.
IIONCHUL has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Air Force upon graduation
from, Officer Training School at
Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas.
His precommissioning training
included basic military subjects,
leadership and management,
human behavior, -professional
knowledge, and defense and professional studies.
Honchul is a '19g1 graduate of
. Murray High School and a 1990
graduate of Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio.
He is the son of retired Air
Force Lt. Col. Delbert Honchul
and stepson of Quava Honchul of
Rt. 2. Murray. His wife, Tamra,
is the daughter of Melvin B. and
Jeanette Jones of Rt. 2. HickOry.

'Ferry Lawrence

SEARCY, Ark. --- Michele D.
Hasty, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Hasty, Rt. 6, Box 182A,
Murray, has been included on the
Harding University Dean's List
for grades achieved during the
spring se-mester at the university.
Hasty is a sophomore majoring
in English. She is a 1991 graduate of Murray High School.
The ;Dean's List is published
each semester by Dr. Neale T.
Pryor, vice president for academic affairs, honoring those who

achieved high scholarship. lo
eligible, a student must he carrY
ing 12 or more hours and ha% e an
average scholarship leveri& ;.so
minimum.

REGISTER TO WIN
All-American
Western Wear te {4) Tickets To The Rodeo
Head to toe...
And
S:1
44 1
°
1
Outfits for the entire family.
-J 4
US Flag Flown Over
Official Wrangler PRCA Dealer
The US Capitol

00,61)shi
(Bridles ch (Britches
Hwy. 94 E. (1 mile) Murray • Open Sundays • 759-4408
1°,.11111
)

olo.*__Jo•*___
li
=

SALE
Need Room For New Merchandise Arriving Soon

STOREWIDE

10-60%

Off

June 4 thru June 12
* * *
Great Father's Day Gifts
* * *

6

bc winifred's
Bel-Air Shopping Center • 759-2000

•••v

The

Treasure House
of Gifts
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

•
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SPORTS
Lesson
Learned

Quiet Jordan, Bulls take series lead
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer

Tiger players
set for State
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & TITO. Sports Editor

A year ago. Russ Adkins
was just happy to be in Lexington among the top high
school tennis players in the
state. This year, however, just
being there isn't good enough.
After making it to the boys'
doubles quarterfinals of the
State Tennis Tournament last
year with partner Brent Keller,
Adkins will walk onto the
University of Kentucky tennis
courts with an entirely different outlook today when play
begins.
Adkins, a senior, called last
year a learning experience.
"Especially since I took last
year's tournament too lightly,"
said Adkins, one of the top
singles players in the state in
his age group."Last year 1 was
just glad to be there. I wasn't
motivated."
Murray's'Michael Hornback
will also be competing in the
State Tennis Tournament as an
unsceded singles entry.
Adkins and Keller will put
their newly acquired attitudes
to work today when they meet
an unnamed first-round opponent. The Murray duo is
seeded No. 6 in boys' doubles,
a fact that disturbs and puzzles
Adkins.
"It was terrible," he said of
the seeding. "We were No. 4
last year and we have a better
chance (of winning) this year."
In 1992, Adkins and Keller
were eliminated by the No. 7
seed, Derrick Free and Dcvin
Moore of Bowling Green. This
year, Free and Moore arc
seeded No. 2. Adkins and
Keller defeated the Bowling
Green pair last summer.
"Mentally, we're ready,"
Adkins explained. "We're not
playing as well as we can, but
we're more prepared this
year."
Though Adkins and Keller
take motivation and maturity
into the 1993 edition of the
State Tennis Tournament, their
chances of advancing still
hinge on one factor.
"The biggest key for us is
Brent's serve," Adkins noted.
"We play the way he serves,
and he's been serving well this
year."
III TURN TO PAGE 9

NEW YORK — Day 6 of
Michael Jordan's media boycott:
A good one for Chicago, an upand-down one for -the- superstar.
Jordan had a triple-double —
29 points, 14 assists and 10
rebounds — as the Bulls took
away the New York Knicks'
homecourt advantage Wednesday
with a 97-94 victory in Game 5
of the, Eastern Conference final.
And as has become his custom
since it was reported he spent a
late night before Game 2 at an
Atlantic City casino, Jordan had

The Philadelphia Phillies are
getting big hits from just about
everyone this season.
Kim Batiste- and Todd Pratt,
who entered Wednesday night's
game with one !toper between
them this year, eath hit solo
homers to help Philadelphia beat
Cincinnati 5-2 at . Rivcrfront
Stadium.
"That was a big game for the
young shortstop, an outstanding
game," Phillics manager Jim Fregosi said of Batiste, the Phillics'
regular shortstop for -now.

A.1. GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential

By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer

SAN DIEGO — Michael Jordan's obsession for gambling and
golf resulted in a S1.25 million debt during a 10-day period in 1991,
according to a book written by a San Diego entertainment executive.
Richard Esquinas, who co-wrote "Michael & Me: Our Gambling
Addiction ... My Cry For Help!" said in a telephone interview Wednesday night that Jordan played his debt down to S902,000 in 1992
and they negotiated it down to - S300,000 last month.
Jordan has paid S200,000 of that and agreed to pay the rest next
January, according tcr the book. Jordan, who makes millions in endorsements on top of his Chicago Bulls salary, "had made a request to ease his -cash flow situation," Esquinas said. "I would imagine like any businessman he

Medvedev
takes match

'Lifetime Guarantee'
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

wants to amortize his debt."
Esquinas said Wednesday that he reported S500,000 III II1SMMe on
his 1992 tax returns, including S125,000 in gambling winnings from
Jordan. "I'm his No. .1 opponent on the golf course," he said.
Today's publication of the boOk comes one day after Jordan
helped lead Chicago to a 97-94 victory over the Ness York Knicks.
giving the champion Bulls a 3-2 lead in their hest-of-7 series and
within one game of the finals.
Jordan's gambling already has-prompted an NBA ins e.stigation. In
another episode, he paid off S165,000 in golf and poker debts,
including a S57,000 check to convicted cocaine dealer. The NBA
found no reason to discipline him. • ,
On May 24, before Game 2 of the Knicks-Bulls series, Jordan
went to an Atlantic City casino. He reportedly lost S5.000, although
O TURN TO PAGE 9

GEORGE HART MEMORIAL

By DAVID CRARY
AP Sports Writer

PARIS — With bullet-like service returns and a deadly lob,
18-year-old Andrei Medvedcv
outhit and outsmarted Stefan
Edberg today to fill the last semifinal berth in the French Open.
Playing in only his third Grand
Slam, the 11th-seeded Medvedev
fended off an Edberg comeback
attempt to win 6-0, 6-7 (7-3), 7-5,
6-4 and cam a semifinal match
Friday with Sergi Bruguera of
Spain.
In the other semifinal, No. 2
seed Jim Courier, the two-time
defending champion, will play
12th-seeded Richard Krajicck of
the Netherlands.
Medvedev displayed all-round
virtuosity, slamming eight service
returns for winners, hitting 14
passing shots to only one for the
third-seeded Edberg, and neutralizing the Swede's serve-andvolley game with eight offensive
lobs that went for winners.

"Yeah, that makes me feel
more like a part of the club,"
said Batiste, who has two homers
this season. "I always tried to get
in the mix of things, to stay
active. But it was more of a sit
back, wait and he patient kind of
thing."
The first-place Phillies took
two of three in the series and
have won -five of their last six
games.
Ben Rivera (4-2) scattered
eight hits, walked two and struck
out a career-high nine in eightplus innings. Mitch Williams got
the final three outs for his 16th
save.
Batiste homered on the first
pitch from Smiley in the third
inning to give Philadelphia the
lead.
Elsewhere in the NL, it w
Houston. 5, Montreal 4; Ne
York II. Chicago 3: San Francisco 3, Florida 2: Atlanta 5. San
Diego 2; St. Louis 5, Los
Angeles 4; and Pittsburgh 5, Colorado 3'.

STEVE PARKERtedger A Times photo

Joanna Gibbs and Velvet Milkman shot a 12-under 63 to vtin the George Hart Memorial Tournament Wednesday at Murray Country Club. Flight winners were: (front row, from left) Betty
Lowry, Mary Anders, First Flight; Gibbs and Jones, Championship; (hack) N irginia Crenshaw,
Valera Brooks, Third Flight; Kelly Solomon and Ye Severns, Second Flight.

Staff Report

By RICK WARNER

Murray Ledger & Timis

AP Sports Writer

Marshall County pitcher Scott Chambers was the overwhelming
selection by Fourth District baseball coaches as the 1993 Player of
the Year.
Coaches from Calloway County High School, Murray High,
Marshall County High School and Mayfield High School selected
the 1993 All-Fourth District Baseball Team. Players receiving more
than one vote, with three being the most, were designated first
team. Coaches could not vote for their own pliyers.
Chambers, a senior lefthandcr, posted a 7-1 record and 1.15 ERA
for the Marshals, who won the Fourth District and First Region
tournaments this season. Chambers recorded 104 strikeouts in 56
and one-third innings.
"We didn't get to face him this season; but he has to be the player of the year based on what he's done this season," Calloway head
coach Eddie Morris said of Chambers.
Pitcher Greg Goodwin of Mayfield received the other vote for
the player of the year.
Chambers was also a first team pitcher, along with Goodwin and
Robert Weatherly of Murray.
Weatherly, the Tigers' only first team selection, was also voted
first team infield with three votes. The sophomore hit .361 and
drove in 22 runs with five home runs. On the mound, Weatherl)
posted a 2-4 _record with a 3.70 ERA, while striking out 66 hittws
in 40 innings.
Calloway placed four players on the first team, headed by lead
• TURN TO PAGE 9

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 122h,St., Murray

First, there was the 10-cent
beer fiasco in Cleveland. Then
.ime the "Disco Demolition
Night" riot in Chicago.
On Wednesday night, another
baseball promotion turned into
disaster.
Fans at Anaheim Stadium
showered the field with souvenir
baseballs during a wild game
between California and Toronto
that featured a bench-clearing
brawl and the ejection of six
players.
The Blue Jays won 7-6 behind
a two-homer, _five-RBI performance by Roberto Alomar. But
Alomar's great game was overshadowed by an 18-minute melee
resulting from a bcanball
exchange and the spectacle of
fans throwing baseballs on the
the sixth inning following
a two-run homer by the Angels'
Tim Salmon.
"I'm just glad nobody got
hurt." said California outfielder

l
ERE
.;„e
[
SA
TIRES

ADE IN THE U.S.A.

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *
400 Induarlal Rd.

- mar

points, live in the final. 1:17.
p
Ewing led the Knicks with 33
"It was a dogfight," Bulls
coach Phil Jackson said. "We
knew it would he one ()I those
kinds of games. It was a battle
from beginning to end, delensi(ely and offensively. Every shot
was contested.''
Game 6 will be Friday night in
Chicago, and Game 7, ii necessary. would he Sunday in Ness
York.
"This sets us at match point,
and we'll see what happens."
Jackson said.

Bee Creek to host
KYSA 4th District
soccer tournaments
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Kentucky Youth Soccer
Association has just
announced the pairings for the
Fourth District U-12 and U-14
Boys Tournament hosted by
the Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association. The tournament is scheduled for Saturday and Sunday at. the Bee
Creek Soccer Complex.
Seven U-12 -teams are scheduled to compete for a berth in
the state tournament (June
19-20).
Leading off the action at 9
a.m. Saturday will be Hopkins
versus Marshall County..
Crushers. At 11 a.m., the
Bowling Green Tornadoes take
on -the Murray Rebels. At 1
p.m. the. Murray Sting will
meet the winner of the
Hopkins-Crusher game and
Marshall County's Krush will
challenge the McCracken
County Sidewinders. the U-12
tournament will continue
Saturday at 5 p.m. and Sunday
at 1:30. The top two teams
will advance to the state
tourfiament.
The U-14 bracket has live
teams competing: Hopkins
U-14, Caldwell County, Marshall County Orange Crush,
Murray Dukers and the Marshall County Steamers. Games
will start at 9. a.m. Saturday
and will continue at 11 a.m.
and 3 p.m. on Saturday with
the championship game starting at 3:30 p.m. Sunday.
Bleachers are in place and
refreshments will be made
available by the Park District
Concessions. Admission is
free.

California-Toronto brawl
amidst angry Angel crowd

Lakers, Tigers join Chambers
on '93 All-Fourth District team

—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

the game Was-B.J.'s 3 (Tom the
corner," Knicks coach Pat Riley
said.
The Knicks trailed 95-94 when
they got control .of the ball with
28 seconds left. Patrick Ewing
passed to Smith,-aild his first lay=
up attempt was blocked by Horace Grant. He regained possession and went up twice more, but
both times the shot was blocked
from behind by Pippcn.
The crowd yelled for a foul,
hut The referees-let play continue.
Grant saved the ball and Armstrong made a layup as time
expired.
Armstrong finished w it Ii I I

Book reveals Jordan's costly obsession

Phils beat Cincinnati
with latest clutch hit
By The Associated Press

nothing to say after the game'. slreat-to an end and -tate-a 3-2
Outside 'Madison Square Gar- lead in the best-of-7 series.
den, however, plenty was being
The Knicks hurt themselves by
said about him.
missing 15 of 35 attempts from
A book by a San Diego enter- the foul line and getting outretainment executive alleged that bounded 48-37. They had a
Jordan lost S1.2.5 million while chance to take the .lead at the end.
betting on golf making this the but Charles Smith had three laythird gambling-related controver- up .attempts rejected in ,the final
sy to tarnish the image of the 12 seconds.
NBA's best player.
Chicago also got an outstandThe gambling angle is .controv- ing game from Scottie Pippen (28
ersial, but it wasn't relevant on points, 11 rebounds) and. a key
the court. Jordan played well in 3-pointer from B.J. 3rm.strong - all facets of his game and the the Bulls' only 3-pointer of the
Bulls stepped up their defensive game — that put them ahgad
intensity, bringing New York's 95-93 with 1:17 left.
27-game homecourt winning
"I thought the biggest play of

753-1111

Stan Javier, one of the ejected
players. "It was hard to We Who
you hit when you have so many.
guys throwing punches."
Elsewhere in the American
League, it was Baltimore 5, Oakland 2; Seattle 6, Milwaukee 3;
Kansas City 7. Boston 2; Chicago 10, Detroit I: Nevv York 8,
Cleveland 5; and Minnesota 6,
Texas 3.
After Salmon's homer cut Toronto's lead to 5-3, fans showeled
gte field wilh red and blue base!falls that were given to everyone
entering the ballpark.
About the same time, Chad
Curtis — hit by a pitch earlier in
the inning in apparent retaliation .
for hrushbacks of Alomar and Joe
Carter — came out of California's dugout to argue with Toronto
third baseman Ed Sprague. That
triggered a brawl in front of the
stands near third base. .
"I got the batt-back. from th,.4.
umpire, I looked over and I
thought, 'Holy cow, we're going
at it."' said Toronto pitcher Pat
Hentgen. "It's funny because I
thought, if we were going to go
at it, he'd (Curtis) come out and
'get. me right there."
As police tried to restore order,
fans continued to pelt the field
with baseballs. The situation got
-so had that the stadium's public
address announcer warned the
ross.(1 that the behavior could
result in an Angels' lortett.
The rest 01 the game was played w iih policemen stationed next
to the dugouts

../

• *,
• •; •
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Actions & Reactions
Thunderstorms last Sunday left the Oaks Country Club Belles and
Beaus Mixed scramble incomplete, but three flights were able to finish
In the Third Flight, Phillip and Ann Tynes and Dave and Doris Wood
shared top honors with a 36-hole total of 148. Jim and Janice Johnson
won the Fourth Flight with a 148 and Gary and Marsha Pritchett won the
Fifth Flight with a 154.
After 18 holes, Johnny Ouer1ermous and Joanna Gibbs led the Championship Flight with a 61. Second-day play in the Championship. First and
Second Flights were cancelled.

LOCAL BASEBALL
PONY LEAGUE
Thornton Heating & Air defeated JH Churchill 13-10 in a wild Pony
League game Tuesday night Thornton's Adam Meloan drove in two runs
in the final inning to complete the team's 11-run rally. Ray Stone was the
winning pitcher for Thornton. Adam Haley doubled and singled and Josh
McKeel and Stone each' doubled. For Churchill, Josh Price and Steve
Ingersoll each had three singles and Sean Stonecipher had two singles

, LITTLE LEAGUE
In Wednesday night's Little League action, Rotary won the first game
7-4 over United Commonwealth Bank. For Rotary, Shane Andrus was
the winning pitcher with 16 strikeouts. He also picked up two doubles and
drove in two runs at the plate. Larry Stubblefield followed Andrus with a
double and triple. For Unitiid-, Chris Jones had a triple and single and Matt
Shelby homered and had three RBIs.
• In the second game, Peoples Bank defeated MicroAge 9-5. Micah
Cathey was in the starring rote for Peoples, earning the save with nine K's
three innings and racking up a double, triple and homer at the plate
,:roAge was led by Brian Settles triple and homer and Wayne Copeand s double

II Tiger players...
the tournament's No. I player
Michael Mather of Louis'. We
Trinity, in the quarters.
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6.20%
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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Fleming Furniture
Benton & Paducah Locations
ONLY!

Factory Representatives are preparing the largest complete abandonment of Quality Home Furnishings to
ever hit Kentucky. Starts precisely at 12:00 Noon
Thursday 6-3-93. All inventory clearly marked.

Storewide Savings RULES SALE
at each location up to
OF

1.0

Broyhill a Lane
Thomasville • GE
American Sleep
And More!

.All merchandise sold with full
manufacturers warrenty.
•Cash, Checks, Bank Cards
Accepted
gip to 36 months financing
available with approved credit
.90 days same as cash with
approved credit
-All merchandise sold first
come first served
•If your selection is not on the
Fleming floor, you must be able
to accept delivery within seven
days of it's receipt from the
FACTORY WAREHOUSE.

Bedroom• Dining Room• Living Room
Occasional Appliances • TV's & VCR's
Recliners • Sectionals
Sleeper Sofa's and morel
(Not all merchandise at all locations)

SPECIAL STORE HOURS: Thursday 12:00-6:00 • Friday 9:00-8:00 • Saturday 9:00-5:00
HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY'

BUREAU
‘s I It

--g

* * Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah ***

FARM

Also

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

STORES
FREE
REMAIN
Starts
CLOSED
Thursday
TIL...THURSDAY, JUNE 3rd
12:00 noon
12:00 Noon
Prices & Terms Never Before Offered!
Fleming Furniture has been authorized by
Broyhill, Thomasville and Lane to Liquidate
over 10 MILLION DOLLARS of excess
WAREHOUSE INVENTORY.

TAX-DF I ERRED NM I IN
RATE lit .ABAN111:1) VIM
ONE YEAR
EARLY SI H It F N In It
(11ABliES APri

INVESTMENTS

'See me for all your family insurance needs•
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

To Mai 23
rase*. Each Day

VO=TMlil

ing hitter Wesley Cog&II. Cogdell, a junior centerfielder, hit
.381 with 38 RBIs and five home
runs. He joined Mayfield's Phillip Travis as the only outfielders
to receive the maximum of three
votes.
Other Lakers joining Cogdell
on the first team were Matt Dennis (infield), Jason Greer (infield)
and Mitch McClain (outfield).
Calloway's Trent Gibson (infield)
was honorable mention with one
VOW.
Murray High junior Jon Reid
received honorable mention as
both pitcher and outfielder.
The rest of the 1993 All-Fourth
District Team is: (infield) J.R.
Reynolds, Marshall; Kevin Rudd,
Marshall; Scott Smith, Mayfield;
Scott Leach, Mayfield. (Outfield)
Jeremiah Redden, Marshall;
Kevin Driver, Marshall.
Those recogrdzed as honorable
mention were: (infield) Michael
Travis, Mayfield; Robert Sanders,
Marshall; Jamie Wilson, Mayfield. (Outfield) Chambers, Marshall. (Pitchers) Trevor Parker,
Marshall; Darron Boatright,
-Marshall. •

gambler, He said Jordan'. t:orn
petits eness showed w hen he wadown S313,000.
"Ile hadn't had thi, kind oi
-beating on the basketball court or
in hie. He has this whole dinerent mentality on losing. He can't
stand to lose. I NaS now seeing
an, almost psycho level of
competiti veness."
Esquinas, who estimated that
K. played 2,000 holes of golf
kk ith Jordan Irom 1959-92, \( roi,
that Jordan "sometimes had trouble breaking 80" tor 36 hole..
Fsquinas wrote that he receRes
therapy and attend. flamblers
Annon.x mous meetings.
-"Gambling, as an addiction, is
so much more easily deniable
than alcoholism or drug abuse."
he wrote.. "I lie there on the
tracks struggling with my own
tendency to deny.
"Michael Jordan is ,right there
with me on those tracks. whether
he likes it or not.''
Lsquinas also wrote about
playing poker with members of
the 1..5. Olympic haskohall team
during a training camp at IV San
Diego last summer.
"I left without about S4,000 I
had lost to a hunch of guys who
‘
L 1' really need it." Esquinas
rote.

Ituts•63

•Lakers...
FROM PAGE 8

FROM PAGE 8
he denies losing that much. He
has stopped talking to reporters
since making the trip.
Esquinas, a part-owner of the
San Diego Sports Arena, and Jordan met in 1989 .and formed a
friendship that was "stretched to
its limits by excessive golf and
gambling," according to the
book's dust jacket.
The book, co -written with
Dave Distel, the former sports
editor of the San Diego County.
edition Of The Los Angeles
Times, details high-stakes golf
games in San Diego and North
Carolina.
"Our matches frequently came
down to SI00,000 putts with
occasional swings of upwards ot
a quarter-million
Esquinas wrote.
"Personally. I felt I was a controlled gambler until Michael and
1 went berserk in one period of
approximately 10 days in September of
)1
hen I %ACM
t rom poteutiall
more than
ciiwi.ofio in debt to sI.25 million
ahead,— ESLILIII1JS sk rote. "II a
swing of almost SI.5 million on
4thmes' of golf is not out ()I control, I can't imagine Mot is."
Esquinas described himself and
the Bulls
compiikit

Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah

lemina Furmtur

FROM PAGE 8
Adkins and Keller have lost
two matches all season, both to
Lone Oak's Kyle Wallace and
Casey. Mungle. The Murray duo
defeated Wallace-Mungle in the
First Region finals two weeks
ago at Murray State's Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts. The twotime regional champs hope to
extend Their stay in Lexington.
Hornback faces perhaps the
biggest change of any of the
Tq!ers when he begins his climb
in a strong singles field.
A sear ago. Hornback traveled
north with since-graduated doubles partner Aaron Whitaker as
1-irst Region runners-up behind
Adkins and Keller. This year, the
Tiger sophomore will stand on
the Downing Tennis- Complex
• ,ourts alone. ,
"You have to depend on yourself." said Flornback, who lost to
Robby Robertson, the No 2. seed
in „the state, in the finals of the
First Region boys' singles finals.
"II you're not playing good you
fuse to change your garlic. In
doubles, you can hope your partner plays well and picks you up....
For Hornback reaching the
quarterfinals is his target. Especially since he would likely meet

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.

•Book reveals...

BELLES AND BEAUS
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

;.•

Museum to host storycrafting camp

411,

Art Guild has
new exhibitors
Two exhibmoris will _opcn at
the*Murray Art Guild June 6.
The 'Murray Art Guild has
selected Barbara Gardner to be
featured a its -Artist of the
Year,- exhibiting her work in the
first floor galleries. She has
donated her watercolor, "Peon
le.- to the guild to be raffled for
Its benefit at the Fourth Annual
Freedom Fest Raffle.
Barbara Snyder, fellow guild
member, will he featured as
-Artist of the Month." Her work
ssill gface the walls of the second
floor galleries. Mingling of the
separate works will be found on
the walls of the stairway.
Laos for the raffle are SI
each or S5 for a400k of six. All

'Peonies,— by Barbara Garner
proceeds go to the Murray Art
Guild for the maintenance of its
historic building.

SUPPORT YOUR
COMMUNITY
ARTS PROGRAMS
NNW

AUDITIONS
'The Star Spangled Girl"

Enn
gm

June 7 & 8 from 7-10 p.m.
at the Playhouse In The Park

to tell a story in the National
Scouting Museum's Storytellin*
Theatre.
---Trie-arnint-Open td- students in
the region entering the 8th-12th1
grades in the fall of 1993. Enrollment is limited to 50 participants. If
,enrollment limits area reached, students will be invited based upon
recommendations from their school
personnel. Campers will stay on
campus with meals provided by
MSU Food Services.

The National Scouting'Museum
in cooperation by Murray State
University will host their first
Storytelling Workshój Summer
Camp,June 27-July 3,for storytellers and those who want to learn how
to tell a good story well.
Kentucky's only professional
storytelling , troupe, SPINNERS!
will share their skills and experience
with aspiring storytellers.
Campers will learn various aspects of storytelling; use of voice,
effective body movements and gestures, story research and development, and techniques for storytelling in a variety ofsettings.They will
receive instruction from professionals, including Robert Valentine
founder of SPINNERS! Jay Overton - professional storyteller and
Project Director of the nationallyknown storytelling troupe; and
Roderick Reed, an actor and
storyteller who specializes in work
with young people. Guest Instruc-

"Everyday they will be learning
something more about the art of
storytelling," said Overton. "If they
can't tell a story when they arrive,
-they'll Certainly be- able to do so
when they leave."
Robert Valentine is a member of SPINNERS, Kentucky's only
storytelling troupe.
tors and pcnormers from around the
country will assist.
Students will end their camp
experience with a Storytelling Jam-

LBL to host folk festival

by Nell Simon
EMI

1.
Off Arcadia Drive
City-County Parkz"

(Parts for (2) men and
(1) woman age 18-35)

Ali Hakim (David Weatherly) gixes Ado Annie !('arol Bogard) a
Persian good-bye. -

Oklahoma celebrates 50th
anniversary at Playhouse

tole flicat
fr

•

• L.:

Dixieland II 1
Center

753-MEAT

USDA Choice

4.39
Jumbo Shrimp 9.99
Center Cut Ham Slices 2.49
Chicken Cordon Bleu 3.19 ea
Platter Style Bacon 1.59
Fresh Side Pork 1.49

Top Sirloin Steaks

lb

16-20 Ct

lb

lb

lb

lb

ORDER EARLY FOR THE WEEKEND
— Ready For The Grill —
— Marinated Pork Chops —
Beef, Pork or Chicken K-Bobs

The Playhouse in the Park has
announced its 50th anniversary
production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's Oklamhoma. directed
by Bob Valentine.
When Oklahoma premiered on
April 1, 1943, at the St. lames
Theatre in New York City, an
unexpected thing happened. As
the opening curtains drew back.
there were no chorus lines, no
riveting music, not even any fancy scenery... all to be seen was a
strange, hearty older woman sitting behind-what looked to be a
butter churn on some kind Of
prairie farm. Then someone, from
offstage began to sing... not a
dancing song, but a ballad. What
kind of opening was this
anyway?
In that time of American history, the only .musicals people
were used to were flashy spectacles with loSts of dancing and
countless chorus girls. Oklahoma
was the first musical of its time
to introduce something different.
Somewhere, however, between
new and different, numerous

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sal. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
"Quality And Service Are al"

or

mum $100)
•3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays60%,75';

and 90%

Gtiational Ouard
Armory

June
Basket Day — Bring your
-baskets for appraisal and history. tree at the Calloway County Library'.
June 11-13
Mush:al Production — "Oklahoma.' admission charged. Begins
8 p.m Friday and Saturday; 2
p.m. Sunday at the Play:house in
the Park.
Through July 16
Exhibition -- -Baskets: From
art to Kitsch,- free at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery.

Aciisities are scheduled to run
Irom 10:45 a.m. to 4:25 pin.
Saturday and from II a.m. to
Sunday.•One-da tickets are SS for adults and 5 tor
those under IS. Two-da tickets
are S12 and'SS: children under(.1
are admitted. K‘e.
Visitors are encouraged .to
bring law 11 chairs or ground
blankets. Audio and N 'deo record
iii
perlo in a n CS are

iT1L's

For more 111101111:Ilitill. ss rile
Four RR ers Folk FestRal. TVA's
Land BeRkeen The LakL.s. 100
Van Nlorgan Drive. Golden Pond.
or. all
Kentucky
1,•mc.lt 7 a.m. and
Monday through

.L-9.00.1.,

1

A Jackson Purchase art and craft worker prepares for the 6th
Annual Festival at Kenlake State Park.

Festival offers uniqueness
The sixth annual Jwkson Purchase Art & Craft Festival, to be held
on Saturday,June 5th from 9 a.m.-5
p.m. and Sunday, June 6th from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. at the Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora, KY, will
offer a variety of interesting crafts
from all over the United States.
Unique artistic expressions, like
those created in special jewelry by
Keith and Cathryn Bassett from
Montana, will appeal to a wide
variety of people.
"Pelican iewelry," says Keith
Bassett, "though itself is produced
in a distinctly rural setting, the
design appeals mainly to a sophisticated market."
Pelican Jewelry is displayed in
galleries throughout the United
States. The Bassett studio occupies
the top floor of a chalet overlooking
Smith Lalte in Montana. Keith was
born and raised in England.
At the festival, there will be
something for everyone. Other

unique crafts demonstrated at the
festival will be Kentucky-crafted
walking sticks, wildlife Wood eafv7
ings, ceramic jewelry, pottery, and
blacksmith-forged
ornamental
items and tools.
Besides the wide range of art, on
Saturday the festival will also have
special entertainment from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Two regional bands
will be performing: High Gear, a
Marshall County bluegrass band,
and Almost Famous, country-rock
entertainment will be featured. At4
p.m., the Murray Playhouse-InThe-Park cast of "Oklahoma" will
present a special performance. The
Spinners, a national traveling
troupe, will be storytelling from
11:30-12:30. At 2:30 p.m.. Bill
Phillips, Murray Storyteller, will
tell his popular work "Kentucky
Adventure."
'The entertainment and craft demonstrations are free to the public.
There is a nominal SI fee for
larking.

-13
cn
c_

N

Dress & Casual Shoes
PEN 11121 -6 •PEN

•Letter "H" —30 Numbers or Less Pays $1000!
(Consolation Prize - 10% of"H" Jackpot, mini-

•• TIO/ ••••

Women's Name Brand

r

each

•••••• pp

Bluegrass and folk music his
listen up and you will hear...
not the midnight ride of Paul
Revere, but fantastic music when
you attend the annual Four Rivers
Folk Festival to be held June 12
and 13 at TVA's Land Between
the Lakes.
This year's . headline artists
inculde Bill Monroe, Tom Chapin, Sally Rogers and Claudia
Schmidt, the Paul and Win Grace
and - The Virginia
Famil
Company.
The festival, now in its filth
year. will he held at • LBL'
Homeplace-1850.
Festival director Ed Graves
said thepurpose qf the festival ;
to keep the rich heritage of traditional American music and trades
"Alves. '•

f

0

O 14 Games'- $100 Each
•$500 Jackpot (50) Number Call
()ne Number and $100 added to jackpot
week

•••••••••
••••••••••••

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

Jackpot!!!

II WY. 121 Ntgrth

Calcndar

June 5
Musical Cabaret -- featuring
scenes from all summer productions. free at 8 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park.
- June 5-6
JPAC Festival — Arts and crafts
displays sponsored bj, Business
Council for the Arts. Free entertainment Saturday. Runs 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturda, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Sunday at Kenlake State
Park.

BINGO
e

members of the audience excused
themselves at intermission.
Rodgers and -Hammerstein
received a wire from a woman in
the audience saying, -No chorus.
no legs, no good.Hanimerstein's discouragement
led to doubt in his work, and he
gave up the fight, selling Oklahoma on opening hight to the director for a mere S2,500.
For 50 years now, Oklahoma
has been going strong in theatres
all across the nation. The musical
has grown to extensive heights
and has seen production at hundreds of Broadway and community theatres alike.
If Roger Hammerstein hail
only known then what we know
now, he might even have come
down to see it at Murray's Playhouse in the Park.
Production dates for Oklahom3
are June 11-13, 18-20 and 25-27.
Tickets are 57 for general admission: S6 for seniors: 55 for stu.
dents and children.
Call 759-1752 for more information or to make reservations.

(alenchrt

Fridays at 7 p.m.
Starts June 11
$1 000 Letter H

borec Saturday, July 3, demonstrating the skills learned throughout the
week. The jamboree is open to the
public. Students will also be invited

For more information regarding
applications, ,check-in times and
dates, enrollment fees, or housing,
please contact Suzanne Meeks at the
National Scouting Museum - (502)
762-3185.

'11 &sir
Jubilee
Citie Sidewalks
Joy

0
Creative Landscaping

Connie
Green Rose
Fanfares

Factory Discount
Shoes
go* 8.

figh Ii. Dowsga•wa Murray 7134418

New Summer Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-4 p.m.

W. have a full yard of shrubs and
trim evaiisek for landscaping today.
Ai

4STNaIkIL

Mon.-Mare. &St PK 0.4k See. 14

OPE N SUN 1 6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN

•h

•

1 b

-:"..1.:i••••••

753-1725";"6-1
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VA insurance hoax resurfaces,
targets active duty personnel

Obituaries
Hilmon Hugh Outland

R.W. Blakely

is believed that its life has been
An insurance hoax that first apperpetuated by the innocent duplipeared
more
than
40
years
ago
3, Islurray; one granddaughter,
R.W. Blakely, 74, of Glendale
of bogus information.
cation
continues to plague the Deparunent
Heather Boyd; two sisters, Mrs.
Road. Murray, died Wednesday
-VA's
legitimate insurance diAffairs
(VA), this time
of Veterans
Lorene Byers'and Mrs. Christine
at S:115 a.m. at Western Baptist
vidends
are
paid annually to current
with
duty
a
new
target
active
Graham, Murray: one brother,
Hospital, Paducah.
.
usually on the anpolicyholders,
military personnel.
Keys Blakely and wife, Mary, Rt.
A member of Kirksey Baptist
the policy. Some
niversary
date
of
VA's
and
InsurRegional Office
I, Murray.
Church, he; was a veteran of
veterans
share in an
million
3.5
reports
Center
in
Philadelphia
ance
The funeral will he Friday at 2
World War II.
--Pay-- -distribution,
dividend
annual
giandsons, niT Treat-t.raNtson.
-drat-recluests from military-personp.m7in the chapel of J.H. ChurBorn Aug. 13, 1918, at Almo
those who
automatic
to
ments
are
nel
for
a
non-existent
insurance
chill' Funeral Home. The Rev.
in Calloway County, he was the
at
The 11111erill IA ill be Saturda
continue to pay premiums, and no
dividend have increased since the
Van Russell and the Rev. Terry
son ot the late Walter Blakely
1 p.in. in the chapel ot Miller
application is needed.
Persian Gulf War.
Sills will officiate. Music will he
The
murta‘
and Essie Hargrove Blakely. He
Funeral [Ionic 01
principal
For
many
years
the
by W.A. and Gracie Erwin, sinalso was preceded in death by
Ku‘k:•ridall
Rand'
Re.
victims of the rumor were World
Investments Since 1851
gers, with Gcla Edwards as
one sister. Mrs. Neva Miller, and
t iL late
War II and Korean Conflict veterans
pianist.
13Jake1y.
one brother. James
who were told that VA was.sending
110‘k
ill 11,
iiiHicks
Buii.il,w '
,Burial will follow in Murray
Sur % iors include his wife,
a
check for hundreds of dollars-a
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Dorothy Jones Blakely, to
so-called
insurance dividend - to
funeral
-ill
at
the
tuneral
call
at
the
Ina\
Friends
may
1
Fiends
dec.
3,
whom he was married on
any veteran who requested it. In
I irda‘
home after 6 p.m. tonight
home atter 5 II lir
193s; one daughter, Mrs. Wanda
more recent years, however, bogus
Maness and husband, Brian. Rt. (Thursday). •
Prices as of 9 AM
brochures have been targeting veterans of the Vietnam Era. The
Company
Chg
Price
current hoax focuses on holders of
Graveside services for Mrs.
Vieso Nursing Home. Murray.
Servicemen's Group Liao Insurance.
died' there Wedriesdas at 12:15
No,is Earl McClain, 74. Rt. I. and Mrs. Odell Wilkerson, Far- - Edna Tucker were today at II
The phony applications claim
a.m.
Dow Jones Ind. A*14..........-110.110
mington: five brothers, Otis a.m. at Unity Cumberland -PreFarmington. died Wednesday at
dividends
or refunds have been
Surs is ors include ono• daughtDJIA Previous Close.......3553.45
sbyterian Church Cemetery. -The
2:40 a.m. at West View Nursing
McClain, Hickory, W.D. McClain
recently
authorized
by
Congress.
In
Air Products.......------ 43'4-sis
Kathleen
Turner and
'Mrs.
James
Lawson
officiated.
Rev.
er.
arid Melton McClain. FarmingHome. Murray.
fact, there is no such dividend for
6I54-34
A T & T.
Home
Churchill
Funeral
.
hu
'
sbansl. W 1.. one granddaugh J.H.
and
McClain,
Sedalia,
Glenn
ton,
A World War I: ,cteran, he
veterans who do not keep their
Bell South ......,................,533/$4I/3
Karen Coles and huswas
in
charge
of
Mrs
Murray
of
ter.
Bill McClain, Hazel Park, Mich.
was a retired farmer and school
insurance in force, nor a rebate for
641/4-1/8
Briggs & Stratton
two great_
band. Allen, and
Services will be Saturday at 2 arrangements.
bus dreoer.
duty military personnel. No
active
Bristol Myers SquIbb 597/s+3,4
and
Col...
Craig
hrldren.
Tucker,
91,
widow
of
Tip
Mrs.
grand,p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funer464sis
Born May 5. 1919, in Henry
legislation has been proposed in
Chrysler
Tucker, and a resident oil West
Kelih Coles.
4.14
al Home, Mayfield. Burial will
Dean Foods
Congress.
Counts, Tenn.. he was the son of
6414-14
Exxon
follow in Murray - Memorial
The hoax causes thousands of
the late Wayne McClain and Ida
Fisher Price
2192+94
Gardens.
veterans, active duty military perDavis McClain.
Motor
539/t+sh
Ford
funeral
the
Friends
may
call
at
sonnel
and
efsisters.
dependents
wasted
Survivors include two
General Electric
93741-1/4
fort, and generates needless labor
Mrs. Dorothy McClure, Murray, home after 1 p.m. Friday.
40sla+31s
General
Motors
L.D. Foster, 74, Murras, died- grandchildren. I S great and mailing expense at VA's 58
.4534-14
Goodrich
ousins,
grandchildren: se+. eral
Wednesday at 7:29 a.m. at
regional offices across the country.
.407/s-Vs
Goodyear
nepli.
-sos.
un
and
!sin II a y -Ca llo w s
The hoax applications usually are
IB M
The tuner-al
Saiiadav at
Hospital.
unwittingly printed in magazines,
Adren Bucy Wicker, 70, South
ton, and Dcnesa Nan Gatewood,
Ingersoll Rand
1 pin. in the o, hapsi oil
Ile wa's- -a-member 01 Mt
newspapers and newsletters, or dis2234-1
/
4
K-Mart.
• Fulton, Tenn., formerly of Callo-. Fulton; two stepsons, Dr. Joe
Funeral Ilome Burial
Horeb Freewill- Baptist ('hum. Ii
tributed in handbills. Recently,
29s/a-ifs
K U Energy.
was Counts', died Wednesday at
Gatewood, Los Alamos, N.M.,
sold iollosv iri \lirriav Ms.morial
Preceding h1.111 iii death Vk ere one
hoax mail has been printed on
l73/4 unc
Kroger
his liome.
and Randel Gatewood,t Marietta,
.
(;arderis.
one
and
Walls,
daughter,
Fay
military unit or company letterhead.
L G & E ..........
He had retired as a machinist
Ga.: one sister, Mrs. Hazel Kimrite hilieral
nia%
SII/s+3/4
brother, Robert Lee Foster. Born
McDonalds
Attempts to trace the origin of the
alter-43 years of service at Jones
Ivo, Hazel: one brother, Buford
-.3711.-Va
horne now- t, to s rin
Fridav.
Merck -...-.......Murra‘, lie was
at
Feb.
11,
1919
.
hoax have been unsuccessful, but it
Auto Parts. Fulton.
Wicker, South Fulton; one grandJ.C. Penney ............ ......
Born Feb. 21, 1923. in Weakchild: eight stepgrandchildren: the son . of the late Carl Foster
Peoples First..............338 333/4A
Pinksey Martin Foster.
and
the
was
he
Tenn.,
(ounts,
lev
two nieces.
733/8+'/4
Oats..............
Quaker
NA
his
Survivors include
son ot the late Arthur C. Wicker
A memorial service will 'be
.........
653/1+14
Mrs. Willie Lee Grogan Foster.
and Beulah Mlles Wicker.
held at a later date.
553/5-V.
Sears
to
whom he \kas warned on lods
wife,
his
Stirs isms include
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel at
Texaco................643/1-1/4
Kal)onna Randolph of Calloway
SIUC junior Beth A. Rausenber21, 1974:- lour daughters. Mi.
Mrs. Anna Lou Call Wicker: one
3792-113
Time Warner.
Fulton is in charge of arrangeCounty
High
School
was
among
ger,
a Presidential Scholar from
husband.
and
Skinner
_Sue
29'44.9.
daughter, Mrs. Anita Glisson,
UST
I In high school valedictorians from
Carterville (82 Eight Mile Prairie
ments, bin no visitation will be Elam. Morganfield, ..Ann
2791-74
waI.MartMurray; two stepdaughters,
area schools who were honored as
Road), gave the keynote address.
Mrs. Vanessa Shinoult and hi,
scheduled. •
Theresa Ann Prince, South FulThe top seniors also heard SIUC
• Hilliwd Lyons is a market maker In this
band, Vincent: and Mrs. Virginia the "Heartland's Best for 1993" at a
stock
Vice President for Academic AfHudspeth and husband, lindses. brunch Saturday(May 22)at Southprice unchanged
UNC
ern
Illinois
University
Carbonfairs
at
and
Provost
Benjamin
A.
Sheall of Murray: Seven sons.
Square
Court
pherd, KFVS-TV general manager
glas Grogan. Clarence Grogan dale.
Murray,
KY 42071
-Flue valedictorians represented
Howard Mcagle and Cook Portable
last month with cancer, he was
Lot ISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
and wile. Bernice. Leo 1 -0.„,ei
502-753-3366
high
s:hosils
in
Southern
Illinois,
Warehouses
president
couldn't
wouldn't
be
able
John
Cook.
that
he
ailing
man
certain
Sinco• an
Keith Foster and Thurman 1.0stcr_
Mary-Ann Maloney, KFVS-TV
'southeastern Missouri, western
Additional
to attend the ceremony that he
make it to Fort Campbell to see
all ot Murray, Costello (40gari
440?
Information
Kc mut.k'. and north we tiien Tennesnewscaster, gave opening and closthought would be held in Fort
s%in promoted to lieutenant
wile, Barbara. !s, ash\
and
HILLIARD
Available
ing remarks.
see.
Campbell.
colonel. the imilitary came to WilDrals'e Foster and
Tenn.. and
Upon Request
Sit
!C.
KFVS
TV
Ch.
12
And a KFVS-TV crew taped the
headDavid Perkins, 37, began
liam Perkins' Louisville hospital
Ill.
Chicago,
(7hris,
Our Bev! InvexInient Is You.
quartered in Cape Girardeau and
valedictorians for salute segments
working a couple of weeks ago to
room instead.
Also surviving are IM o sister..
Cook Portable Warehouses of Carto be shown randomly in late May
.1.11 Mort VP, Lyons In • Wenn wrsi trid WC
All winter long he was saytry and have the ceremony moved
Mrs. Annie Mae Par , Dallas,
terville cponsored the event.
and early June.
ing 'I just hope I can live to see
to Louisville and was told by a
Texas. and Mrs.- Pearl \lac K iril
superior that the ceremony could
his promotion,- said Stella Perone
and husband. Willie, %lima
kins, William's wile, who manbe held in his father's hospital
brother. Ross rusler.
room if necessary.
aged to keep the whole thing a
Mich.: his mother-in-law, \II,
surprise while she helped make
Grogan, and sleviii,oilwr
Fedelia
"My dad has been my biggest
An exterior house paint
the arrangements. When we told
Foster, Murray: ql
the
after
Mrs,
Lorena
said
David
inspiration,"
him, he broke down - he broke__ ceremony. "It means so much to
Durable, weatherproof and wear
down and cried.''
resistant
me that he could he here."
A'. an award for distinguished
The
elder
Perkins
served
two
sers ice , was presented and the
stints in the Navy himself.
Federal-State Market 'keen Service June 3, 1593
promotion completed at the BapKentucky Purchase Ares We Market Report include.)
Col.
Ernest
Dinkel,
who
flew
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 271, Est- 2011 Barrows &
tist East Hospital chapel, the
in from Fort Gillcm, Ga., to partiGilts .36 lower Sows .50-1.00 lower
65-scar-old Perkins attached one
340.1110.4430
US 1.2 2311430 Itia.cipate in the promotion cere543.10-45.30
AS 1.2 210-2311 lbs-_-01 the new ornaments to his son
545.30-44.00
235.205
lbs.US 3-3
mony, said the military was flekiACRYGUARD
David's epaulet Tuesday.
544.30.45.50
Gal.
US 3-4 140.270 lbs.& Flour
HOUSE PAINT
ble in terms of where such cereSows
"I rust told him that I was
Enamel
Whit.
532.004400
US 1-2 2711.334 tba_
IS,,.
Gr
proud 01 him,- William said.
monies were held.
534.00.35.00
US 1.3 300-400
534.0035.50
reg.
U.S 1-3 400.525 lba.reg.
For months the family worried
'You try to do these things
334.00-30.00
US 1-3 525 and up
. -health
tlidT-Williani-s"where its meaningful to them,'- US 2-3 3110.300
330.00-32.00
21.99
17.99
sanally 327.110.210.00
Boars
hold When he was hospitalized
Dinkel said.
Hilmon Hugh Outland, 71. Box
84,, New Concord, died Wednesday at 4:15 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A member of Old Salem Baptist Church, he was a retired auto
transport truck driver.
Born June 20, 1921, in Cairo-way County, he was the son of
the late Galon L. Outland and
Flossie Calhoun Outland. One
daughter. Patricia Nell Outland,.
also preceded hint in death.
Survivors include five daughters, Miss Bonnie Outland, Mrs.
Debra Spann, Mrs. Teresa
hams. Mrs. Cathy Ba•M ell and
Mrs. T311111ity Si:avers: toe satiN,

Leslie Outland, James Michael
Outland. Hilmon Eugene._ .Outland, Roger Dale Outland and
Rodney D. Outland; one sister,
Mrs. Sly via Sin ith. Ferndale,
- Mich.; one brother. R.G.()utland.
Murray two.) granddaughters: live

Stock Market
Report

Mrs. Edna Tucker

Novis Earl McClain

L.D. Foster

Adren Bucy Wicker

Area valedictorians honored

Army takes ceremony to hospital

LYONS

ACRYGUARD

PORCH AND
FLOOR ENAMEL

HOG MARKET

90
14

-

Smart Stop's

,
•AT

t STOP

1890

401C111 PAVING

SUPER FLAT

PRO-PLASTIC

Economical, attractive flat finish
for walls, ceilings and woodwork

Latex House paint "Breathes"
moisture to eliminate peeling

Adventures in the Attic
Summer Session
JUNE
12 - (10.00-12:00)
(1 00-3:00)
19 - (10.00-1200)
(1 00-3 00)
26 - (10.00-1200)
(1:00-3-00)

90

10

AGES
Wanted: Penpals
Cake Decorating For Kids
Just For My Dad
Current Events And You
The True Story Of The Three Little Pigs
Sculpture

(7-12)

Gal.

(6-15)

17.90

(3-8)
(6-12)

reg.
13.99

(3-8)
(6- 12)

JULY
A Terrific Time For Tots
3 - (10 00-12.00)
(2's & 3's)
(1 00-3'00)
The Titanic: Float & Sink
(5-10)
10 - (10 00-12.00)
Painting With Watercolors
(4-9)
(1 00-3 00)
Magic!
(5-12)
17 - (1000-12 00)
Miss Nelson's Attic Adventure
(3-8)
Storytellin'
(1 00-3.00)
Songs &
(3-8)
The Wild Things Are Here
24 (10 00-12 00)
(3-8)
(1 00-3 00)
Hats Off!
(3-8)
31 (1000-12 00)
Waterworks
(3-8)
(1 00-3 00)
Getting Ready For School
(5-6)
Saturday workshops(funshops,actuaNy)are for children of specific ages set by the instructor Some of the ages are
flexible however The cost of each workshop is $10 00 and IS due an the workshop No Deposit is Required! Call
753 5968 to reserve your place in your favonte workshops HAVE A FUN SUMMER!!!

reg.
21.99

RUSTIC SEMIALL SURFACE LATEX
TRANSPARENT STAIN
PRIMER/SEALER
beauty of

Enhances the natural
wood by allowing the texture and
grain to show through

592
reg.
18.99

119 South 4th (Downtown) Murray, Ky.

Rustic SomiTransporoni
„iresireil
Stale
,
Clow 0•••

Treas Lumber Dowit Center
Open
7 Days
A Week
Kale

Prices

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
7IL
Your Home Investment Company &nes 1SS4
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6; Sat. 5-4; Sun. 1-5
Good at Murray Store Only s Other Locations - Beaton

and Lake City
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Classified

1

•.*
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3
Thursday 3

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

0

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

st- it% it

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

060 .

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070 .

Doin•stic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090

.Situation Wanted

560

Free Column

100

.... . Business Opportunity

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Mobile Homes For Rent

280

270..
365

For Sale Or Leas*

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

Real Estate

430 .

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

339

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

..

340
360

010

Computers
120
130 .................For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bay
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
160
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machine.
180
Heavy Equipment
195
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
Musical
220
240
Miscellaneous
T.V & Radio
260
Pets & Supplies
380

no

010

011

Legal
Notice

Notice

Notice

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Column Inch
Display Ads

$5.00

40% Dimon% bid Ran.
60% Diemen artil Ran
(All 3 Ati Mutt Ran %Mu% 6 Day Parood)
$I 75 per memo men stirs far Taappiay(Shop.
ping Guide)

MIIM2111=1=111

REAL ESTATE SALES

REAL F.••;TATE RENT

RANSPOR I A ION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
...............................Campers
Boat* & Motors

UPI

Mottos

-,

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

010

010

LW!
Notice

230
250
290
530

311SUELLANEOL S

EMPLOY NIEN

010

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

1..tRI1Elts NIAlth1-.1

I

ANNot.Nt
010
020
025
030
040
050

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Ttnies will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

A121.11a5.1MENTS

I() PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopperil‘ies. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

020

020
Legal
Notice

Notice

Notice

D S L Auto Repair is now
open for service in Murray
area All parts 8. labor guar
anteed 318 Solar Dr. Mur
ray 753 3408 or 753 9202
Open 9am 5pm 5 days per
week

TUTORING From Ky Certi
fled Teacher for Elemen
tary children Your home or
libraries Flexible times
$10 per hour
Call
753 6726 anytime or leave
message on machine

41.

Ordinance No. 93-1000
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to rezone a certain tract of
land located at 323 Irvan Street from R-2
(single family residential) to B-2 (highway
business).
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
27th of May, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by
Win. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

Ordinance No. 93-1001
An ordinance allocating a special transient
room tax of 1% to be held in escrow by the
city in an interest bearing account.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
27th day of May, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

ORDINANCE NO. 93-1002
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING I 93.05 and I 93.08 OF
THE CITY OF MURRAY CODE OF ORDINANCES.
WHEREAS, the Murray Public Works Committee recommended
that the Health and Sanitation Ordinance be amended as follows
with amendments set forth in bold type, and
WHEREAS, after reviewing said amendments, the Council concurs with the Public Works Committee that said amendments should
be made, and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT: '
Section E The foregoing findings are hereby adopted bythe City
Council.
Section 2: Section 93.05 is hereby amended to increase the flat
rate charge for special collection from $6.00 to $7.50.
Section 3: Section 93.08 (A) is hereby amended as follows:
In order to make the service proposed in this subchapter selfsupporting, there shall be, and there is established, a schedule of
rates, fees, and charges for refuse collection, removal and disposal.
Said rates shall be effective with bills received on or after Antasei,-11
AMA July 1, 1993, and are as follows, to-wit:
RATE PER MONTH

(A) RESIDENCES.
(1) Single-family residence.

-$43400- $12.00

(2) Duplex residences and apartment houses,
each family

48430- $12.00

RATE PER IVIONTII

(A) RESIDENCES.
(3) Residences with only one occupant 65
years of age or older

Ordinance No. 93-1003
An ordinance closing and eliminating a
right-of-way easement across property
owned by HGT Investments, a general
partnership,located adjacent to Lake Barkley Shopping Center, parcel 4.

Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
27th day of May, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
City Clerk
Summary prepared by
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

Ordinance No. 93-1004
An ordinance closing and eliminating a
right-of-way easement across property
owned by HGT Investments, a general
partnership,located adjacent to Lake Barkley Shopping Center, parcel 1.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
27th day of May, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE AND DIESEL
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for gasoline and
diesel for the Calloway County School Distnct until 1:30 p.m.on the 10th ofJune 1993.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain
the necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder,
and the date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

INVITATION TO BID
FOR PROPERTY
INSURANCE
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for property insurance for the Calloway County School District until 1:30 p.m., June 30, 1993.
Specifications will be on file in the Cabo
way County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and intereited bidders may obtain the necessary tfOrms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job,the nein* of the bidder,
and the date. and tint* of bid opening.
The Board menus the right to reject any
of all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

C ayton Fulton, 906
Broa4 St., Murray, KY
4207
ed, Margie Sue Fulto
906
Broad St., Murra , KY
42071 Executrix,
05-26-93, William D.
Overbey, 291 Main St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney and Agent For
Service Of Process. •-•
Zella Wisehart Freeland, 1517 Glendale
Rd., Murray, KY 42071
Deceased, Larry Zacheretti, 620 Yopp
Lane, Paducah, KY
42003 Executor, Apt.
05-26-93.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

36.00 30.00 $9.00

(4)Customers living outside the city limits and served by the Murray
Sanitation Department shall pay the following rates:
(a) Single-family residents

41+96- $17.50

(b) Duplex residents and apartment house,
each family

-$.1.1.414. $17.50

(c) Residences with only one occupant 65
years or older

-640404- $12.50

(5)Each resident fee for catagories 1-4 above shall be entitled to up to
three(3)no more than thirty-two gallon refuse containers per weekly
pickup. Residents inside the city limits with additional waste loads
shall be charged an additional-SP/AA $4.00 per can monthly fee as
Customers living
determined by the Superintendent
outside the et'6,limits will be charged $4,89 $5.80 for each additional
can.

of-S7litation.

Section 4. Section 93.08(B) is hereby amended to increase the
Disposal fee from $32.00 per ton to $35.00.
Section 5. Section 93.22 (A) is hereby amended as follows:
(A) The following rates are established for disposal at the city's
transfer station by any customer from the City of Murray or Calloway
County:
--€9+--AotentobileeT-$9-pee-leed,-thooaatooies.All waste shall be weighed and a $35.00/ton fee charged
to the customer. A minimum fee of$3.00 per load shall be charged or
the actual tonnage fee, whichever is greater.
(2). All materials requiring special handling will be charged at a
rate necessary to cover cost of handling as determined by the
Superintendent of Sanitation.
Section 6. Section 93.22 (C) is hereby amended as follows:
(C)This section shall become effective with the bills received on or
after July 1,44441993,and shall not be changed except by ordinance
amendment.
Section 7. Any portion ofSection 93 ofthe City of Murray Code of
Ordinances,as amended,which may be in conflict with this ordinance
is hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict and to such extent
only. In all other respects Section 93 of the City of Murray Code of
Ordinances is hereby reaffirmed.
William N. Cherry, Mayor'
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Introduced 5/13/93
Adopted 5/27/93

14th, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Gaylord
Forrest, Administrator, of the estate of
Marilynn Mason, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. June
14th, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Otis
Brown, Administrator,
of the estate of Jewell
H. Brown, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m. June 14th,
1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

GERMAN BOY 17, anxi
ously awaiting host family
Enjoys sports music Other
Scandinavian. European
high school students arriv
ing August Call ELI
ZABETHI502)782 2861 or
1 800 SIBLING
LOOKING for good 9 ball
players 64 available slots
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13
1st place $200• 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards Dixieland
Shopping Center 759 9303
for information

Lost
And Found
LOST Reward' Male cat
black with 2 white paws
near Chestnut 8 12th
Name Licky If found call
753-50180, 492 8878
LOST Reward $50 Siam
ese cat named Cuddles
belongs to 3mo old 8 14mo
old Hwy 280 near East
Elementary School
753 9202

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final ROGER Hudson Hauling
settlement of accounts Hudson Horse and Clo
has been filed in the thing Supply 753 4545
District
Calloway
Court by Clarence
Woodrow Herndon,Jr.,
Administrator, of the
estate of Roger Allan
Herndon,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court on or before
Knights of Columbus Hall
9:00 a.m. June 14th,
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
1993, the date of hearSq. Hile.Roed, nght on Sq. Hole Road 1/4 mile
to
south
ing.
LEGAL NOTICE
NON-PROF ,T ORGAN /AI ON
Ann P. Wilson,
OPEN 10 THE PUBRG
A final settlement of
Circuit Court Clerk
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
accounts has been filed
LEGAL NOTICE
in the Calloway DisA periodic settletrict Court by Ronnie
America's Second Car
C. Moore, Executor, of ment of accounts has
the estate of Lenore B. been filed in the CalloMoore, deceased. Ex- way District Court by
ceptions to this settle- Virginia D. White, Ad`ment must be filed in ministratrix, of the esLocations Coast to Coast
the Calloway District tate of Robert Clifford
Court on or before 9:00 White, deceased. ExHALEY'S AUTO SALES
a.m. June 14th, 1993, ceptions to this settleCars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
in
filed
be
must
ment
the date of hearing.
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Ann P. Wilson, the Calloway District
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Circuit Court Clerk Court on or before 9:00
a.m. June 14th, 1993,
Lowest Rates in Town!
LEGAL NOTICE
the date of hearing.
Weekly or Monthly Rates
Daily,
A final settlement of
Wilson,
Ann P.
accounts has been filed
Circuit Court Clerk
in the Calloway Dis
trict Court by J. Nick
Ryan, Executor, of the
estate of Ople M. Phillips, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
Employment from 7/9/93 through 1/5/
must be filed in the Milne hand tossed pizza,
94. Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours.
Calloway
District fresh salads, sandwiches,
All tools provided. Housing provided for
Court on or before 9:00 gyros Open all year at
non-commuting workers. Transportaa.m. June 14th, 1993, 5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 - 8 1 1 9 .
Tues
the date of hearing.
and subsistence reimbursed to
tion
1-800 649-3804
Ann P. Wilson,
worker upon completion of 50% of conCircuit Court Clerk
tract. Pay rate is $5.09/hr. Reply to
NURSING HOME
your local employment office.
LEGAL NOTICE
INSURANCE
A final settlement of
Avallabie Thrti Age84.
accounts has been filed
Our most comprehenin the Calloway DisReal Estate Loan Originator
sive policy pays for
trict Court by J. Ronald
A leading regional bank is seeking immediately a
Skilled, Interrneziale or
Jackson, Executor, of
Real Estate Loan Originator. One year
full-time
the estate of Maude
Custodial Care. VVith
of origination experience preferred with FHA. VA
Woodall, deceased. ExMedicare's new guideand Secondary Market processing experience.
ceptions to this settlelines for confinement,
We offer a full range of benefits with salary
ment must be filed in
Nursing Home Insurcommensurate with experience.
-the Calloway District
ance is more important
Send resume and cover letter in confidence to:
Court on or before 9:00
than ever. For free infora.m. June 14th, 1993,
Citizens Bank and Trust Company
mation
Human Resource Department
the date of hearing.
P.O. Box 2400
Call:
Ann P. Wilson,
Paducah, Kentucky 42002-2400
Circuit Court Clerk
Jerry McConnell

CLASSIFIED

4

'Ugly Duckling

Tobacco Worker
Needed

EOR, KIR. VIII

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Porter Quincy Chilcutt, 1108 Olive Blvd.,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Charles ChilSouth
224
cutt,
Eleventh St., Murray,
KY 42071 Executor,
Appt.05-19-93,Sid Easley, 204 South Sixth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
McRae
Paulin*
Johnston, 1321 Olive
Blvd., Murray, KY
42071 Deceased,Joyce
Nowman Johnston, 21
Sycamore Rd., Jeffersonville, IN 47130 Ixocutrix, Appt. 08-19-

Deceased,
42036
Alfred Duncan, 1204
Doran Rd., Murray,KY
42071 Administrator,
Appt. 05-26-93, Robert
0. Miller, 201 South
Fifth St., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Terry Lee Mattingly,
HC Box 46-F, New
Concord,KY 42076 Deceased, David L. HarCalloway
rington,
County Courthouse,
Murray, KY 42071 Executor, Appt. 05-26-93,
Warren K. Hopkins,
204 South Fifth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Carmen E. Shelton,
259 Riveria Cis., Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Jimmy Ray
Wilkinson,259 Riveria
Courts, Murray, KY
42071 Egecutor, Appt.
05-26-93, Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth St.,
Beckham Duncan, Murray, KY 42071 AtRoute 01 Dexter, KY torney.

93, Sid Easley, 204
South Sixth St., Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Louise Buckingham,
1123 Circarama, Murray, KY 42071 DeMargaret
ceased,
Polly, 1524 Oxford,
Murray, KY 42071 and
Robert Buckingham,
1717 Magnolia, Murray, KY 42071 Co-Administrators - withAppt.
will-annexed,
05-21-93.
Griffin Lane, Route
01 Box 14A, Almo, KY
42020 Deceased, Ronnie Lane,Route 01 Box
374, Dexter,42036 and
James F. Ahart, Route
#1 Dexter, KY 42036
Co-Executors, Appt.
05-26-93, Robert 0.
Miller,201 South Fifth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Glen N.
Cunningham, Executor, of the estate of
Trilby Mae Cunningham, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. June 14th, 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Insurance
753-4199
"tree

bag claim service-

AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8-$10hr Part time.
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
training 1 800-690-AVON
CONFEDERATE
$$$$$$$$$5. silver
$$$$$$$$SS. coins, proof.
sets, stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel). Bookrack
(Murray) We buy. appraise Christopher's
Coins 753-4161

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway DisFitz & Floyd
trict Court by James T.
Boggess, Executor, of
Dinnerware &
the estate of Catherine
Acressories
Laverne Andrus, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway 07:
t 1.1-Alt Center
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. June *Nu

The Panhandler

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

Premiums guaranteed

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49
NOT to Increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
7111-41110
Hopklasvne Federal Say.
Ttli at lista. allveray. KT
"Oar Mk year a/ swifts"

1
I
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CLASSIFIEDS
340

210

oho

Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Noma) For Sale

Help
wanted

ASSEMBLERS: Exoe4-lent income to issemble
products at home Into
1-504-646-1700 DEPT
KY-2021

ATTENTION OWNER
ORPERATORS'DRIVERS
Excellent Pay & Benefits
Call
Recruiting
1 800 832 5286
DANCERS, waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E Pans. Tn
DIAMOND Brokers
Wanted Excellent income
training provided M F Full
or Part-Time Work locally
National Company
1 80 0 5 3 5 4 5 1 3
10am 5pm

EXPERIENCED Heating
and Air Conditioning service technician Hourly
wage commensurate with
experiece, benefits package Send resume or apply
to Buford Heating and Air.
1928 N 8th Street. Paducah KY 42001 (502)
442-3543 James Tune
8 4 30 M F Evenings(502)
444-6053.(502) 442-3543
FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash in
vestment Part time hours
with full time pay Two cata
logs. over 700 items Call
1 800 488 4875
FULL time employment in
optometrist office Send ye
sume to PO Box 1040 Y
Murray Ky 42071
FULL time experienced
night time cook Must work
weekends apply: in person
Ann s Country Kitchen
Hazel

RETAIL experience reCOMPUTER Turbo XT with
ceiving. pricing Enioys color monitor. $400, antiworking with people gen- que white oak chifferobe.
eral cash register skills. nice $325. Carolina firegeneral plant knowledge & place insert. $150, Singer
willing, to work weekends
Zig Zag sewing machine
Apply in person at the Patio 150, New 12' B&W tv,radoci
Shoppe
Hoffman's $35 antique Singer sewing
Nursery, 1 /rule on 94E
machine. $50. girl's 5pc
Murray
French Provincial bd set.
$300 200 watt Panasonic •
WANTED OTR drivers
2yrs experience Van and stereo amp/receiver, $35.
14 Poulan chain saw, $30
reefer
division
753-6487
1 800-394 1888
FOR sale 1983 T BB NRMT
WANTED position(s) open
$140 and 19850 BB NRMT
for part time church choir
$140 Call David Edwards
director and or church or
753-1836 evenings
ganist Send resume & re
ferences to Worship ComFOR sale Burley tobacco
mittee First Christian
plants 759 1233
•
Church. 111 N 5th Murray
FRESH Kentucky Lake catKy 42071
fish, Murray Bait Co
753-5693
070
Domestic
HEAVY duty utility trailer,
& Childcare
5x10. $425 753-7051 answering machine
CLEANING houses is my
JUST arrived' New shipbusiness Reliable & experment of 16' & 16 5- Blem
Call
ienced, references
light truck tees All tread
Linda 759-9553
patterns $65/ea plus tax
I'M ready to work as a Mounted. balanced & put
nanny tutor or babysitter on Warehouse Tire. 400
for the summer Call Industrial Rd 753 1111
435-4344 and ask for
LET us make your clothes.
Karen
alter and repair Uniforms
MOTHER of 2 children will- and sportswear, rentals,
ing to babysit in own home gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
in Almo 759-1764
See and Sew. Country
Square, 1608 N 121. MurHave
dean
houses
WILL
ray 753-6981
references 753-8995
MOVING Sale' Living room
WILL do house cleaning
chairs. tv and misc
Call Betty 474-2131 leave
759-1587 after 8am & bemessage
fore 5pm

DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22--JOB
GAME wardens security
OPENINGS for people be
maintenance etc No exp
16-22
tween the ages of
necessary - For into call
years, if you are not in
(219) 769 6649 EXT 7159
school Call 753-9378 five
8am to 8pm 7 days
days a week between
are
an
We
00pm
8 00am 3
INFECTION CONTROL
EOE This project is funded INSERVICE DIRECTOR
by the Western Kentucky Massac Memorial Hospital
Private Industry Council
has a Monday Friday day
JTPA
shift position for an Infec
lion Control-Inservice Di
EXPERDRIVERS
rector Applicant must have
IENCED OTR Flatbed
current Illinois, registered
benefits assigned new
nursing license Competi
conventional equipment.
salary and benefits
five
sign on bonus flexible time
package Please apply at
off and more Run 48
Massac Memorial Hospital
states Call immediately
mail resume to PO Box
Roadrunner Truckmg, or
850. Metropolis IL 62960.
1-800 876-7784
(618)
Telephone
DRIVERS J B Hunt $ Ex- 524-2176 ext 256 EOE
perienced or Not $ J B
I will sit with elderly nights.
Hunt wants you to join its MAKE YOUR MOVE NOWI
and references
experience
team Sign up with J B Earn up to $38,000 per year
Call 753-4590 for
Hunt and you will be be- with the best full truckload information
hind the wheel of an coast to coast carrier on the
18 wheeler in no time re- road today CONVENANT QUALITY worker Returnceiving the highest salary TRANSPORT We are ex- log 30 something female
and best benefits in the panding our conventional student with experience as
receptionist, hotel desk &
trucking .business' For air ride fleet with 100 addi
more information call tonal freightliners and we switchboard, retail sales
1-800-723-0831 J B HUNT- need you now!If you are 23. Type 30wpm Full or part
The Best Run For The Mo have a class A CDL with time 753-0131
ney EOE Subject to Drug HIM, one year verifiable
OTR Also Truck Driving SEWING sobs wanted, in
Screen
School graduates wel- eluding formal wear
DRIVERS, over the road. come For Top Pay and 753 1061
call
Van'Flat 35 states, 1 year Benefits
100
experience verifiable start 1-800-441-4394 today
Business
25-28 cents/mile with 3
for
NEED full-time help
Opportunity
years Benefits Call
auto body repair shOp
1-800-444-6648
HERSHEY-FRITO-LAY
Some experience neces•
Best Vending Opportunity
DRIVERS Start 24 tary Please send applicaof the 90's invest $14,500
cents-26 cents Earn to 30 tion to PO Box 1040 T
(25 coin -operated macents. Home regularly, free Murray, KY 42071
chines. approved locations.
medical/dental, retirement.
NURSES Aide PRN work company training) Esti$1,000 tarp pay, safety boneeded
Must
all
shifts
as
earnings
mated
nus, conventionals. Rehave own transportation
$1100-$1800 week
quires proven experience
Prefer experience, but will
1-800/841-4322
and 23 years of age_ Hortrain Pleasant atmon ad y Truck Line,
HERSHEY PRODUCTS
sphere, good working con1-800-648-9664
ditions Fern Terrace First time offered New conLodge, 1505 Stadium View cept in vendong Exc
come PT-PT Training/
Dr, Murray, Ky. EOE
***POSTAL JOBS*** PARK Rangers. Game locations provided Invest
512K
to
$4K
Start $11.41/hr. + benwardens, security, mainte1-800-233-2833
efits. For application &
nance, etc. No exp necesinto, call 1-(216) 324sary' For info call (219)
p.m.
a.m.
to
10
7
6228
tin
769-6649 EXT 7159 8am
7 days.
to 8pm 7 days
Instruction

"ESTATE AUCTION"
Saturday- June 5th, 1993@ 10:00 a.m.
Location:1421 Popular St., Benton,
Ky.just NW from Benton Park—Across
from Benton Drive-In Restaurant
Selling will be the personal property of
Ms. Lorene Faughn

Connie Smith
Summer
Gymnastic
Program

Maytag Washing Machine, Zenith Pod. Color TV, Kenmore Vacuum Cleaner, Sofa & Matching Wingback
Chair, Recliner, Large Rocking Chair, Oak Shelf (old),
Pecan Finish,,Table & 6 Chairs, Maple Hutch. RCA
Television. Spool Bed complete (twin), Wicker Bassinette. Cobra Cordless Phone, Frigidaire Refrigerator,
Microwave Oven, Frigidaire Electric Range, Caldemeyer
Sofa, (2) Swivel Rockers, Harp Table, Pair of Table
Lamps, Can Bottom Chairs, Small Table. Electric Fans&
Healers, Pine Chifferobe, 6 Leg Table, Metal Cabinet.

ANTIQUES
Cast Iron Kettle (small), Kerosene Lamp(very old), 1950
Benton Calendar, Marx Toy Truck. Old Hymn & Other
Books, Blue Ceramic Mixing Cup (large), Set of China
(Romance Pat), Glass Basket w/Handle. A & M Ceramic
Buttermilk Pitcher wiDuck,Carnival Glass, Old Medicine
Tins. Graniteware - Yellow, Gray, Tan, Blue, National
Wagner Ware "1358' Skillet. Old Platters, Old Utensils.
Spice Tins. Thomas Hughes Gravy Boat. Hull Pottery.
Marx Tow,Truck, Milk Glass, Ladies Hats w/Boxes. Lots
of old Bowls, Baking Pans & Glassware.

TERMS: CASH DIY OF SALE
Lunch By Nkky's Bar-B-0

ti3
E

E

Bunch Brothers
uction & Realty Col

'"Better Auctions ore
Bunch A uctionx"

Steven J Bunch, Aucboneer
Roy Bunch AucoonooeRoal Estate Broker
P0 Box 225
Wing*. Kaniudiy 42011

376-2992 or 376-2922

QUEEN size waterbed
trame $200 753 5474

THELMA'S BARGAIN

BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture. Appliances, and Misc. Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
We buy furniture.

753-6705 or
753-1976

140:1
Vitii*Piiiii;baUYA4411,

ANTIQUE & Art Pottery,
primitatives, oak furniture &
hull, McCoy Roseville pottery 435-4327
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
TWO man peddle boat
436-2318
USED lawn
354-6781

mowers

ALISUN & WOLF TAN
NING
BEDS New
Commercial Home Units
From $199 Lamps
Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1 800 462 9197
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel till dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
COMING soon, Cooper
Grand Classic Passenger
tires with 80 XXX mile war
ranty Warehouse tire 400
industrue Rd 753 t111

EXERCISE equipment, furniture. washer & dryer
527-2821 or 395-3508
GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking mountain top
views of Smoky Mountains!
Fireplace, balcony, kitchen,
indoor pool, Jacuzzis Hon
eymoon and weekend specials! Free brochure.
1 800 242-4853, (205)
988-5139
LOSE 12 pounds in 7 days
The 10 HOUR WAFER
DIETI Send $1 & SASE for
sample and information
ULTIMATE
package
HEALTH. 303 So 8th Mur
ray. Ky 42071

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

WOULD you like a nice
home for you and your fam
ily? Now is the time to
invest Every day in June is
Sale Day Come by and
take advantage of super
deals like these' 3br, 2 bath
doublevede *189 $19 990
10% dowrP'and $177 per
month' 3br 2 bath 14x80
*240 only $12995 10%
down and $150 per month'
Many more specials like
these Hurray Whale They
Last' We expect to sell all
discounted homes by the
end of June 8 5% and 5',
down payment available to
qualified buyers Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79 East
Paris TN 901 642 4466
-Home of the Unbeatable
Deal'

MYRTLE BEACH RE
VACATION
SORT
RENTALS Studios land 2
bedroom condo housekeeping included Indoor Mobile
outdoor pools, and more'
Homes For Rent
Summer rates from
$506/week FREE BRO- SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
CHURE 1 800-448 5653
electric or gas Walking des
OLD --FASHIONED WED tance to college 753-5209

NEW BUILDINGS - DINGS Candlelight cere
CANCELLED ORDERS-5 monies outdoor weddings
All Steel Buildings For Im
Mountain Chapel overlook
mediate Delivery-save mg river near Gatfinburg
THOUSANDS DUE TO Everything provided Ac
'CUSTOMER ERROR
commodations Romantic
30x30: 35x46. 42x60m Carriage Ride Reasonable
50x200, 60100 Call Now prices Charge Cards ac
1 800-374 8730
cepted
WEDDING dress. size 16. Heartland
all accessories Boys 1-800 448 VOWS (8697)
clothes size 6-13. children ROMANTIC CANOE
492-8443 LIGHT WEDDINGS
games
5pm-9pm
Smoky Mountains Or
clamed Ministers, elegant
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service, bulbs & chapel. photographs, flor
als, limos videos accomo
parts Financing available
dations modest prices' No
753 9274
waiting, no blood tests
GatItnburg,
TN.
1g0
1-800-WED-RING
Home
Furnishings
250
2x4 FRAME bunk bed with
Business
mattresses, 1yr old, excel
Services
lent condition $80 Call
ASPHALT driveway sea
435-4571
ling Top quality, low cost
BUNK beds with matching
tree estimates Jeremy
chest and desk', $150 Call
Mayes 345-2748
753 7458
KEN-TENN Investigations
EARLY American hide-a- owner J
8. Wilburn, specia
bed couch. clean & reason- Jizing in criminal, civil
able 753-4570
domestic and insurance in•
FULL size white French vestigations 14 years law
Provincial bed room suit enforcement experience
Also have Papasan chair & Bel Air Shopping Center
matching foot stool w; 5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - 3 8 6 8
cushion Both reasonably 502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
priced 753-8743

Begins June 1st - 5th

Call now, classes
are filling up
quickly!

BAHAMA VACATION-5 CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Days. 4 Nights. Hotel Specializing in mobile
Accommodations/Cruise, home electric services 200
Underbooked Corporate amp $375 100 amp $325
Rate, $145 per person 435-4027
BOO. Payment-1HattraYet+—MOBltE-ROMe-Llians Pte
able, limited supply
owned mobile home financ
1-800-467-8728 Ext 203
ing 1976 and newer from
Atlantic City Bonus
Green Tree Financial
Competitive
rates Fast
IN
THE
VALLEY
CHAPEL
(Gatlinburg's Original Wed- friendly service Call for an
ding Chapel) Thoughtful application today ,
800-221-8204
service is rendered through
music, flowers photo- NICE 1985 Clayton 14x48
graphs, videos and recep, 2br. $6500 delivered Call
lions 1-800-922-4573
753-7975

Mobile
Homes For Sale
10x55 MOBILE home for
sale, underpinning, air con
ditioner, steps & all $1850
437-4424
1470 MOBILE home 2br.
1 bath, large kitchen, living
room with factory installed
fireplace, central air, gas
heat. 14x20 add-on room,
10x16 deck, good condition, $10:000 obo No Sunday calls please
901 782-3483
1982 NEW Haven 1470
2br. 1 bath, like new Ask
ing $9800 436-5430

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Villagt
$75 mo. water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

Heating
And Cooling
ton
HEAT pump 2
Trane nearly new See at
Randy Thornton Co or
phone 436 5018
ONE 7 5 ton gas heat
electric air unit 753-1300
after 7pm 489 2116

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612
210

Want
To Rent
RENT or buy in nice area
LOT WITH HOOKUPS for
new 1992 16x80 mobile
home
Please call
753-4249
NEED small house or trailer
in country only with utilities
Prefer a shady spot, reaCall
sonable rent
436-5334 and leave
message
Apartments
For Rent
1 2 3 4BR apts furnished
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-6111. 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm
1BR furnished. 2 blocks
from MSU, $150/mo plus
deposit No pets Refer
ences required 753-9577
after 6pm
1BR furnished apt Nice
and clean, close to campus $175 per month
753-7276

1983 14x60 FLEET
MID-SOUTH Musicians' WOOD Front kitchen large
Network Get listed in & living room, 2br 759-4844
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of 1989 14x70 2BR 2 bath
all shapes & sizes (pros/ with cathedral ceilings. la
amateurs) Phone for free cuzzi, extra nice. $14.500
brochure' (901) 642-0773. 753-9959, 489-206EL.PIANO tuning Jahn 1990 28x60 SUNSHINE
3br. 2 bath 2 decks, underGottschalk, 753-9600
pinning. cia unit 489-2784
Has to be moved.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

COMPLETE mobile home
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
Electric 759-1835

2BR. 14 bath, w/d hookup
carport & deck, $350/mo,
$350 deposit 753-6266.
437-4855

A Beautiful Wedding in Gatinburg's First and Original
Chapels (Since 1980) No MOBILE HOME REPOS
test. No Waiting-Photos
FOR SALE Singles/
Flowers -Music - doubles Financing availHoneymoon Suites (Fire- able Clean. late model
places, Heart-shaped Ja- homes Green Tree Fman
cuz zis) Christian cial Corptkentucky
Ceremony-Rev Ed Taylor 606- 223- 1010
or
Hours 1-800-221-8204
Call
24
1-800 346-2779

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total ot 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts'
twO 45 Writ traCtS On the south side of Highway
8280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek lust off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any typo dervelopment or the parted place for
your lake home Near Panorama Subdivision,
Muller Gott Course. only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
WIngo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residerrice 326-8418
Local Phone 7634822 atter S p.m.

1BR furnished, close to university & hospital, some
utilities paid Call 753-8756
or 753-9101
1BR & studio apt available
appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR, 1 bath, Ir, full kitchen,
a/c, gas heat, loaded in
quite neighborhood near
hospital and university No
pets $250/mo 759-1094
after 6pm
2BR apt, central hi&
washer & dryer. North Wood. $4257Mo plus deposit 753-5731 or 759-4686
2BR apt, large rooms, very
near MSU for up to 4 stu
dents, washer, dryer.
stdve, refrigerator furnColeman RE
ished
753-9896
28R apts spacious all
appliances including
washer I dryer 5450mo
753 4573
28R duplex appliances
furnished $395 mo plus
demo No pets 753 1266
before 5pm

Houses
For Rent

2BR duplex central ha NICE 2br duplex central
appliances furnished gas h a stove refrigerator
Available now in Westwood & ,dishwasher furnished
Subdivision Coleman RE Washer dryer hook up 1 ,
yrs old on Norm Wood Dr
753-91398
$400 mo plus deposit No
21JR duplex Nice neighbor pets Days 753 1953
hood nicely decorated Renights 753 0870
ferences, deposit required
No pets $275 mo NICE 2br duplex central
436-2816 any time
h a satellite $375 mo No
pets 753 745T
2BR duplex with central
h a outlet for washer & ONE bedroom low utilities
dryer. carport No pets references ar-K1 deposit re
753-9741
(wired No pets $185 mo
. 53 3949
2BR near MSU Central
available
air
heat &
now
TAKING applications for
$300/mo appliances & section 8 rent subsidized
lawn maintenance turn
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
'shed
Embassy Apts
rooms handicap access'
753-9898
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Ildiciale Apts
2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
Hardin
K5
or call
New & very nice All ap
502 437 411'3
plianoes furnished includ
mg washer & dryer cen
UNIVERSITY view like
tral h -a, quiet neighbor new apt n 4 ply* 2br
hood
Coleman RE stove reit g micro central
Ii
753 9898
in) 753.809C
nights 793 2633 days
apartment
upstairs
28R
water furnished deposit re
•
2br 2 bath
quired 753 0087
1. •eiwood Drive
furnished cen
3BR unfurnished apt re
tai
N -gas heat $475 mo
frigerator and stow in
month deposit 1 yr lease
cluded Clean and nice
No pets 753 2905
Close to campus $300 a

bath remodeled
38R 1
brick home large shaded
yard Hwy 121 N No pets
References needed & de
posit required 753 6723
1FIR 2 bath pepent neigh
borhood some new Carpet
& vinyl 701 Broad St
$395 mo 753 8767 or
753 2339

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center,s
Drive behind Shone)
$20 $40 mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 for more
information
370
Livestock
& Supplies
GOOD quality rr
Timothy Orchard hay
be ready to pick up
held the weekend of Jr.
at $1 50 per bale A
$2 00 per bale out of ban,
After 6prri 753 0815
i.

Pets
& Supplies

month 753 7276
AVAILABLE... iMniediate•ly
Nice 2br 1 bath apt tor
5285-mo with stovt. rt.
frigerator and wish,'t s NEAR MSU kitchen living
dryer provided a
ga, roor- privileges uhithes
heat and carper: No pt -t:, furels,h4A Coleman RE
inside. pease 7o. 4483 or 75:4 9898
753-7210'
ELEGENTLY decorated
Houses
tbr on Hwy 280 $275 mo
For Rent
2br redecorated off 94E
$250-mo Water Iurnished
STORY 3 4br house
deposit No pets 753 8848
with gas heat, large corner
before 8 30pin
lot 605 Sycamore
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br $400tmo 753 8767 or
No pets Zimmerman 753 2339
Apartments 753 6609
28R. 1 bath 1 car garage
MUR CAL Apartrihqas now on 94W $300'ma $300
accepting ,ipp!i,t1tIons ttjr deposit, central air S. gas
1 2 arid 3br apartmentheat 753 6633
Phone 759 4984 E q
miles
2BR 64150 1,
Housing Opportunity
!rorn city ilmitsi $275 mo
NEW 2br duplex ct,r•tra 75a 615i-;
h a appliances c.rport
mo 1817 Ridlow
ood No pets 753 7457

ea

NICE 3br stove & refrigera
tor furnished. carpet
throughout central h a
available May 1 $450 mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753 1953
Nights 753 0870
NOW taking applications
for Section Slow rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

•••

;• ";'4 •r•`"
(i▪ t'
.•
F

AKC Cocker Spainel pup
pies $85 502 328 8715
CHOW puppies AKC1
blues blacks & crisims
247 0392 or
$75
247 0759
FEMALE Siberian r,tar
Huskie puppy h.it
shots 492 8723

tend

FULL blooded Blue Heeler
puppies, wormed female
$40 male $50 436 5438
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
HUSKY pups with blue
eyes Ready June 8 $50
each Only 2 males left
753 4249

BUYS ARE
WAITING ...
IN ME ClASSIREDS1
Whether you're in the
market for a washing
machine or a gym set,
you'li find it in
he
Murray

m

Ledger

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, June 5th, 1993 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller
Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky.

take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield, Ky.
take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater to Hwy. 1836.
Watch for auction signs. Selling the estate of Mr.
Robert Douglas and others.
Old pictures & frames - floor lamp - old wood boxes with
lettering - old lanterns - stonejugs,jars & crockery - old scales
- old wood medicine cabinet - old electric fans- flat irons - old
fruitjars - old pocket knives - old moon glass pieces - some old
glass & china - set of silver plate flatware - large lot of old
collector items - nice old Gone With Wind type lamp- treadle
sewing machine - propane gas bottles - washer & dryer - old
ref. - file cabinet - small display case - old rockers - maple
rocker - straight chairs - old mirror - color t.v. - microwave couch & chairs - other odd couches-bedroom suite -odd beds old iron bed - old coins - nice old upright piano - old tobacco
baskets - costume jewelry - electric sewing machine - rotary
tiller - 12 h.p. Snapper riding mower electric start - 2 wheel
trailer - farm wagon - tobacco scaffold trailers - 1972
Chevrolet Super Cheyene Pickup,nice,57xxx miles,auto.,tilt
8t air, new tires.
Folks this is only a partial listing, will be an all day auction.
Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine lunch available. For more information and your auction
needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
'My Service Doeisn't Cost, It Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Mrs.
Orlene Bucy.From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.121South through
New Concord approx. 2.0 miles on Hwy. 12L Watch for
&metio n signs.
Saturday,June 12, 1993 at 10 a.m.at the home of the late

Will sell this nice older frame house - 2 bedrooms living room
- bath - large eat in kitchen outside storage carport storm
on large lot
windows - mature shade
Terms: 20% down selling price da of auction Balance in 30
days with passing of deed Auction held jointly with Terry
Paschall Real Estate.
Terry Paschall Broker 753-5814

11 1 I

\ H ot ion4.4.1.

20R duplex 1411A eldi
wood Or 6360.110
759 4406
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CLASSIFIEDS

It;a - ; • .
.

110

410

LARGE watch dog pups
$50 6 Airdale 6 Mastiff
753 3114
PEG'S Dog
753-2915

CLASSIFIED

Grooming

Garage Sale

110

Public
Sale

Friday, June 4
& Sat. June 5th
1703 Johnson off
Doran Road-by
Murray High
School

ABSOLUTE Auction, Saturday, June 12, lpm CDT
3 Acres ML Containing 10
unit motel, house and service station, to be sold in 4
tracts Located at the jct of
Hwy 127 and 55. 5 miles
south of Jamestown, KY,
close to Lake Cumberland
Ralph Roy Realty-selling
agent Jeter Coffey Auctioneer 502 343-3334

Ore est self cart, bs yaw
ostulsog Uwe= cease morn
obese. tau orkeeler
rodeo, voltam bedspeede g••
0111. sway mems bop, sod
Wale daises, oboes purses,
i14.10baid 1114111

2 Party
Yard Sale

Party
Garage Sale
4

Thurs., Fri & Sat.
June 3, 4 & 5th
1013 Sharpe
Pots, pans & other
houseassorted
wares, books, good
clothing, tools, 2 bicycles, new items
added daily.

Fri.

7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
On esees Campground Rd.
between the watorshod
Airport Rd.
rimers,?may was dorm bob

slaw gasp cake tv, glasewas
caw al machine 0.4 oil tops
Wow* PHAN clO Awn. toys
pWM* cab, Nana hkroce glaso
.as 30 ON Wimp dock loft ol
Ads a ends

Yard Sale

Carport
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
June 4 & 5
7 to 5
11/2 miles west of
Kirksey on 464.
Fruit jars, tobacco
knives, old churn, tobaco spikes, lots of
odds & ends.

735 Vine St.
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-?

Yard Sale
June 3rd & 4th
Hwy.121 N.,5th house
before Graves Co.Line
Bus, go-cart, antiques,
baby furniture, crafts
and floral supplies, can,
pressure cooker & jars,
bike, books, bowling,
sports and exercise
equipment, CB, much,
much more

Moving
Sale
94 East - turn right
on 1346, follow
signs.
Friday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Dining room suite,
waterbed, washer &
dryer, stereo and
, much more

Garage
Sale
fa.,..iune 4
7:30 - 3:00
537 Spring Creek Dr
;wog Creel( Coss Sub)

Lots of good clothing,
household items. dolls
& misc. items

Yard
Sale

905 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Fri. & Sat
8:00-4:00

2200 Gatesborough
Circle
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-11 am.
Both Days
Super sale - everything must go.

Kirby vacuum, sleeper
sola, household ferns,
clothes, lawn chairs &
much more.

Rain or Shine

Yard Sale

INSIDE
YARD SALE

Fri., June 4
7:00-5:30
1003 N. 4th St

f-- I

Friday
5:30 a.m.to Dark
721 Nash Drive

Household items & appliances. books, maga
tines, clothing - womens
small saes, children's clothing - girls toddler saes,
nurses uniforms. canning
tars. old bottles - Purex
Clorox, et., manual typewriter, stereo and lots

Baby clothes & accessories, kitchen
needs, curtains,
women's clothes &
shoes (new).
•

YARD SALE

3 Family
Yard Sale

914 N. 16th
June 4 & 5
Fri. 8c Sot.
8:W-1:00
Lots of clothes.

Behind East Y Grocery. 94 E - 2 miles.
& Sat
June 4 & 5
7 a.m.-?

adult & children.
12 place setting of
and
stoneware
pieces,
serving
couch & air conditioner.

Terware. Avon betties sewing machine,
toys books, men'S. **omens & kids Clothes,
iots of mrsc

Fri., Sat. & Sun.
8 a.m. Ill ?
8 miles on 94 E turn
left on 464 for 2
miles.
Dishes, large clothes,
jewelry, bric-a-brac.

YARD
SALE
Hwy. 641 South.
4,/, miles across
from Dan Grimes

Friday &
Saturday
9 - ??

3 Family
Yard
Sale
June 4th - 5th
8-4
Highway 497

Anderson
Shores
5 Family

GIANT
Sat.. 73
1317 Olive Blvd.
t- xerciseequipment.lug
gage, glassware, decora
Live items, hanging
baskets,
collectibles,
drapes, summer clothing, shoes and purses,
drapes. telescope. lint' •
bug whacker, small
pliances
and
more!'

Community
Yard Sale
New Concord. across
from Post Office
Thur., Fri., & Sat.
June 3, 4, & 5th
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1 61 7 W. Main St.

8:00-1:00
Camper top, tools,
household
items,
men's. women's &
children's clothes
Gars saes 0-6x.
Name brand dram See.

Antiques & GUIs
'ire selection ol herb wreaths & magi. southwestern
stews & more afghans. pieceateu & napkins. keeper
pewter. lamps, grissliman. um., a apple tiitsen
taisiwwi, iiiimarsiss a siwillowtrs tow Pis for

the 'wousue• kierMr s Day Gth'

Er171r77' ---"T 1 .1 17n11.7Z171
Wed

IIIRe. la OW Salem Rd
IR Will PM ihaa 48 1214

Dexter 112 ml. west
641 at Charlie Miller
Rd. Follow signs.
Fri. & Sat
June 4-5
8 until 3
Furniture,
clothes,
lots of other iems.

MOVING
SALE
Ky. 121 N. Coldwater 23 mm.

ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
_agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 7531651' Syca
in 12th St

Look for Bolioonst

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.
Furniture. household
articles,
books, kitchen
items, lots of
everything'1

Yard
Sale
1504 Henry St.
Murray
Friday, June 4
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
A little 04 everything
Carrel in case 00 ran

Fn. I Set
Poor Farm Rd • 4 news
framed' N or 3rd house
hem Kirksey Hwy
Jai moves .e car • ase
everymmg
Bedspread
--rums cares crass
^ousionaia toms ^co re
net 14i' bass elec..-

',err

35 ,
0o

*RIM 0•014" "Re
104111
" $O'frood.d 04"
"RINI AO vs

CLASSIFIED

Homes
For Sale

SUOMI

2BR house next to MSU
campus Ideal rental property includes washer, dryer
refrigerator & stove
753-8678 or 753-5718

DRYWALL finishing, re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

rooms 3br, 2 bath
screened and carpeted patio all electric built-in
kitchen, central hia Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rental 17,
acre site. reduced to
$49900 759-112

1984 HONDA 700 Magna
12 500 miles, value $1575
seli tor $1100 753-9786

1988 176 FT ProCratt Fish
n' Ski Boat 115hp Yamaha
engine trolling motor low
hours garage kept $9000
firm Phone 753-0954
1988 CHEETAH Runab
out. 16Ft 1988 Evinrude
48hp. Galvanized Trailer
good condition. $3500
Phone
Frankfort
502-875-1844 after 6pm
36FT house boat alum;
num hull newly remodeled
115 Evinrude motor, gener
ator, $6500 436 5811
BASS & skiboat
436-2071 436 5811

1977 FORD Courier
Mazda Good running condition. $650 obo Frankfort
502-227-2760
1985 CHEVROLET Cele
brity Euro Sport. 2dr V 6
p s. p'b tilt, cruise air. alu
minum wheels by owner
$2995 Call 901-642-4541
1985 , MAXIMA Sta Wgn
suri,moon roof. pi,s
p,w, V-.6, come look
$3850 After 5 30pm
753-8096

1973 GMC pick up good
condition
$ 1000
753 8609
1976 )•• TON F-250 Ford
truck 4x4. $1000 Call
435-4307 after 6pm
1984 MAZDA 132000, runs
good, good work truck.
$1200 492-8614

MOWER repair Same day
service 7 days week Most
repairs at your home Fac
tory trained. 15 yrs expert
ence 502-753-5299

FORREST Construction
Remodeling, additions. re
parr ersiinreonmancegew
eral carpentry 753-9688
15 years experience

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
016 2642

RICK'S Roofing All types
of roots and repairs Tor
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
GERALD WALTERS
experience
guaranteed
Rooting vinyl siding, paint
work Free estimates
mg Free estimates 18
phone 502 437 4559
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
INBOARD & outboard Mar
woodworking 753-8056
inc Repair Service calls
502 436 5792
TUTORING available for
K B ASSOCIATES Gen- elementary age children
eral construction, remodel- $10/hr on MSU campus
ing garages, decks, patios Call 762 2458
interior trim 753 0834
SEWING machine repair
KITCHEN CABINET RE- Kenneth Barnhill
COVERY existing doors & 753-2674
frames with woodgram for
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 136 5560

Services
Offered

LAWN mowing service In
surer: Coleman Benefiel
phone 759 4564

1 A A-1 Hauling tree trim
ming. tree removal clean
ing out sheds attics & odd
jobs Free esti.nates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

LAWN SERVICE Been
mowing my lawn for 25yrs
would like to mow yours
now 759 4489

Al 1A all around mowing &
tree trimming & !lg./A haul
ing Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark

MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
'53 5668

THE Gutter Co Seamless,
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759 4690
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree,&.Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484
VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center
cleaning servicing $15
most repairs $35 New lo
cation Route 1 Almo
Open 912 1 5 Mon Fr
753 0530

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE T S
CUSTOAI WOODWORKING
Custom Woodworkini,
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Beane Bunr,y 13,11a.
940
6
1
°111.5
-41FriMbs- -16''
-GIL)\
\

ibitii.-7
.;k 1t

YARD
SALE
SEASON

•

Al. AL'S hauling Vara
work. tree removal mow
ing Free , •
759-1683

\*A

Al TREE Serv.ce Stum
removal and spraying P•••
-estimates 753 0905 •
5pm. 7599815 752 04.:Y:

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE

* Four Star *
Mobile Home

'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

Parts& Service
Porches and decks ava
able with metal roof

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

Silver root coating
vinyl

ROCKY COLON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

-Drop by & see our showroom

AlA Landscaping Sprint;
clean up Mulching haul
ing tree trimming & re
After 5prmovai
492 8254

Everlock
pinning

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

All Types 01

under

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

14 r70..- 28 high aye'
age. $365

Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

K Rots underpinning
Doors. Wndows, Men
Siding, Floor Repair
Miller Air Conditioning

Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Mtierray Ledger 8r Times
Classified Department

ALPHA Builders Carper
try remodeling, porches
roofing concrete, drive
ways, painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489 2303

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service

is a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad,regularly
priced at $9.60. for

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436 5848

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment 759 1515

Contract Bridge

1985 CHEVROLET C-20
pickup, auto pis. pfb, V-8, BACKHOE Service ROY
Runs & drives like new. HILL Septic system drive
Phone ways, hauling foundations
$28 50
etc 759-4664
502-875-4050 (dealer)
SMALL 2br house (750sq 1987 $-10 BLAZER 4x4. BLACK top sealer Need South dealer.
ft'i 2 lots good shape per
p'b, V-6,5-speed, blue sealer on your driveway" Both sides vulnerable.
fact for weekend retreat or on blue interior, stereo. Robert Prescott 753 9504
- NORTH
summer home View of lake. nice, clean truck $4250 BOBS Plumbing Repair
+ A 7 652
prom deck $24,900 Bank Phone 502-875-4050 Service
- All work guaran
V 63
payment lower than new (dealer) •
753 1134 br
teed
•
Q 76 3
cat 753 2339 or 753 8767
1988 DODGE Dakota 436-5832
+ 105
$3300 obo 753-7902 BUSH hogging large or
WEST
EAST
437 4066
small 753 7457
+109
•K
V J 952
1992 GMC, Sonoma, CARPET and vinyl installa ✓ 1074
•98 4 2
,_OT with trees in South- loaded, V-6, 5sp, low miles lion and repairs Glen Beb • A K .1 10 5
+72
+864
west-Villa size 100'x140'6r Call before 2prsi 753-2783 ber, 759-1247
S011TH
t 5D x 1401 753-3488
CHIM Chim Chimney
4 Q43
Sweeps has 10% senior

Rectifying the Count

.75 ACRES 753-1300
7pm 489 2116
•‘1
''arm with new well
• hilildings driveway
loly fenced camper
$10,000 Located

1977 ELDARODA motor
home 24ft, 48.000 actual
miles microwave, tv & vcr
newly remodeled.excellent
condition 753-8663

it A K Q 8
•4 A K Q.1 93

citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offtces
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436 5560

The bidding:
South
West

2+
2V
34

2•
I'ass

North

Pass
2+

East
Pass
Pass

trumps, you'll still he in danger of
losing two spade tricks. The problem
is to play the hand so as to lose only
one spade trick.
The correct play is unusual. I )is.
card a spade on the Opening lead! If
you do, you make the slam: if you
don't, you go down. Let's say West
shifts to a trump at trick two. Win
with the nine,cash two hearts, ruff ,s
heart, ruff a diamond and play all
your trumps, producing this position:
North
•A 7
•Q
East
West
+11)9
•K .1
If .1
•A
South
•Q 4
Q
You now cash the queen of hearts
and, whatever West discards, the
last three tricks are yours,since West
is squeezed.
The general rule governing
squeezes is that declarer must develop fl position where he has all the
remaining tricks but one On the
opening lead. South sees he has all
the remaining tricks hut two. He
therefore concedes the first trick in
order to bring about the all-hut-one
position This process of deliberately
losing a trick is called rectifying the
count

Pass
3 NT
Pass
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
6+
5+
l'ass
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser Opening lead -king of diamonds.
" Hwy 280 on old
Let's say you're in six clubs and
Call Gary at
vice
16' FOUR Winos 1989
• iy toncord Rd
West leads the king of diamonds.
759.4754
Model
160
Freedom,
Cobra
- 44 or 436 2528
30 Litre, eke new Call CUSTOM bulldozing and How would you play the hand? You
Chris 436- 2292
backhoe work septic sys don't see West's cards, but you're
terns 354 8161 after 4pm entitled to make certain assumptions
1964 STAR Craft 14th with
about them. For his vulnerable over1964 Evinrude 35hp engine
& L Mowing Service Free
call, he probably has five or.six diawith trader good condition estimates responsible
monds headed by the A-K and the
$750 753 0380
Call
mature
&
dependable
..0-1TY Charm 4yrs
king of spades, and that's
guarded
s..
nr 2 , bath great 1971 17F1 Challenger Pro anytime for fast results about
you can reasonably surall
Special
rates
for
steady
atherdat ceilings
V Bass Boat 84 Beam
one.
trick
mise
at
6080
customers
436
foes on ody 1124 115 Evinrude Huge Cast
753 0370
If you ruff the diamondr cash the
Neon at Hoot( 121 between rig DHCA6 TWO
LIVOINI9114
of hearts. ruff a heart and draw
,:oklwater and Farm,ngion
Lots of Dry Storage $3400 MULCH pick up loads AK
MS 280'
m,ria, 4345.540
TO11111Orratri opening lead
080 Call 502 2276015
•

15

Services
Offered

Offered

1978 15FT Hustler Bass
Boat fiberglass 65hp
Johnson trolling motor
trailer depth finder, one
owner good condition
FOR sale by owner 2br $2650 753 2975 days call
brick ranch near Lynnville -tcrr ettuc-k 92t 5887
Hardwood, new carpet, lots nights
of cabinets, 1340sq ft. at- 1987 HYDRA Sport DV
tached garage Ready to 185. 150XR 2 Mercury. fully
move in In the $30's loaded with extras, tandem
435-4305
trailer with brakes Call
HOME with income Six evenings 753 1301

1985 OLDSMOBILE Toro
nado Caliente. vinyl top
electric sun root, leather
interior, digital dash wire
wheels radar detector. cb
cellular, one owner
ranches near 4 81 XXX miles 362 7164
lakes Great in
1988 CHEVROLET Be
• t opportunity Fan
retta 6cyl auto air
ri.t,rement No credit
55 XXX mules with 1 yr ext
Owner will finance
warranty remaining Local
"..,tal price 12900 $500
one Owner. $6200 Call
down
$ 75 m o
753-7210
'800 223 4763
1990 CADILLAC Seville
c:OR Lease worlds most
loaded extra nice white
Jriusual and beautiful re
with red leather 492 8835
-1aurant and tavern Corn
after 5pm
pletety renovated and
equipped Seating up to 1991 DODGE Shadow ES
400 Has to be seen to be white., tilt, cruise, at, p1
amitm cassette. 5 speed
lppir.-;:inted Great oppor
• f nancially able to 25,XXX miles. great condi
and willing to work- bon, one owner 753-8753
•
are unlimited Re
1991 FORD Escort LX
:3 PO Box P. Frank20.XXX miles like new
40602
$6000 753 7387 •
FREE LiSP Lakefront &
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird
acreale !and bargains on
Convertible, white. 48.XXX
%orrL, Lake in Northeast
miles, excellent condition
Wooded
ASI Guar- 753-6705
Jtileet-.1 buildable Excellent 1991 PONTIAC LeMans
- itan.c!ng Buy direct from 2dr. 4 cyl. auto. 23.XXX
& save thoumiles. like new, $4950
- 1-7:si Call Norris Shores 7 753-3704, 1601 Loch Lo
800-488 4883 File mrid, will trade
rr:J 07019 48-166C
CAR Stereo Installation
-0113. Sunset Boule
Realty has
;Naiting to purchase vard Music Murray's AlHome:- all price ranges If pine Car Audio Specialist
are thing of selling- Dixieland Center 1 block
. -:a -I one of our courte from MSU dorms
s and professional
J...nts at 753, 1222 or stop
by cftce at 711 Main St
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bel Air
Center
5 0 2 753 SOLD
1 800 369 5780

Garage Sale

By Way of the
Grapevine

3 Family
First Time Ever
Yard Sale

Ceiling fans (like new)
large assortment of
fancy handkerchiefs
dishes* clothes. curtains & miscellaneous

Fri., June 4

Sat. June 5th
asB Lassiter, lit road
pall Koss Elrm., 2nd
knew en left, follow
signs
Los irc household items,
furruture, cktthes, plc
tures, small appliances.
stuffed animals, some
thing foe everviine
I versthtng must go

Lynnwood Estates,
Hwy. 121 S. 2 miles.
Fri. & Sat
June 4 & 5
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Washer & dryer, riding mower and stuff.

1552 Oxford
Fri., June 4
8 a m. - ??

4 Party
Yard Sale

Biggest Garage
Sale Ever

GARAGE
SALE

Big
Yard Sale

l'atd Sale

Carport
Sale

Public
Sale

Garage
Sale

Teen c,o1nes, b.cyCie,
stereo. '1Orse cc -r
orient°.
DOST &
,wroug^'
many more ferns

510

160

410
Public
Sale

1.1Ellt

•

•'
;

.
e
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Today in I list (

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Back

Today,..is Thursday, June 3, the 154th day of 1993. There are 211
days kit in the year.
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
Thirty years ago, on June 3, 1963, Pope John XXIII died at the age
of I. ending a papacy marked by innovative reforms within the
Roman Catholic Church. He was succeeded by Pope Paul
On this date:
In 1808, Jefferson Davis — the 'first and only president of the Confederacy —was born in 'Christian County, Ky.
In 1888, the poem —Casey at the Bat," by Ernest Lawrence Thayer,
was first published, in the San Francisco Dail' Examiner.
In 1935, the French liner Normandie set a record on its maiden
voya&e, arriving in New-York after efos-sitig the -Atlantic in-just four
days, 11 hours and 42 minutes.
In 1937, the Duke of Windsor. who had abdicated the British
throne, married Wallis Warfield Simpson in a civil ceremony in
Monts, France.
In 1948, Br: 200-inch reflecting telescope at the Palomar Mountain
Observatory in California was dedicated.
In 1965, astronaut Edward White became the first American to
"walk" in space, during the flight of Gemini 4.
In 1982, Israel's ambassador to Britain, Shlomo. Argov, was shot
and critically., wounded outside a London hotel. The assassination
attempt was followed by Israel's invasion of Lebanon.
In 1989, Iran's spiritual leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, died.
Ten years ago: Gordon Kahl, a militant tax protester wanted in the
slayings of two U.S. marshals in North Dakota, was skilled in a gun
battle with law-enforcement officials near Smithville. Ark. that also
claimed,the life of Lawrence County Sheriff Gene Matthews.
Five years ago: President Reagan returned home from the. superpower summit in Moscow after a stopover in London.
one year ago: Undeclared presidential candidate Ross Perot
.
announced he'd hired Hamilton Jordan and Edward Rollins to help
steer his campaign. Democrat Bill Clinton appeared on "The Arsenio
Hall Show." Actor Robert Morley died in Reading, England, at age
84: Mad magaiine publisher William Gaines died in New York at age
70.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Tony Curtis is 65.,Poet Allen Ginsberg is
(7. Musician Curtis Mayfield is 51. Singer Deniece Williams is 42.
Thought for Today: "The slight that can be conveyed in a glance.
in a gracious smile, in a wave of the hand, is often the ne plus ultra of
art. What insult is so keen or so keenly felt, as the polite insult which
- Julia Kavanagh, Irish novelist
it is impossible to resent?"
1523-1577).

Ten years ago
Twent.i years ago
Becky Wolf won first place in
Max Wallis Parker, son of Mr.
Junior Historical Paper Competiand Mrsomas E. Parker ()I
tion at State History Day at UniMurray, received his degree of
versity of Kentueky She is an
.1U11% Doctor in ceremonies at
eighth grader at Murray Middk. University of Louisville School
School and daughter of Dr. and
(il Law. His wife is the !miner
Mrs. Ken Wolf.
Cad Treas, daughter of Mr. and
Members of J.N. Will ianiis
Mrs. H.E. (Jackie) Treas
Chapter of the United Daughters
Debbie Cathey, krista Kenof the Confederacy placed a
ried and Jan Shulleo, all of
wreath at Confederate monument's. Murra, were among 12 ladies
,i'imrt sprire _m_nurray__ThLx___ 4414."-c-te-(1-a-s-me-rma-rd-s- on Ma'. :6
was to honor the men who lost
at Miss Venetian Night's Pageant
their lives in the War Between
at Ken lake Amphitheatre.
the States and the birthday of JefDr. Rex Alexander, a 111:11111C1
ferson Davis. president of Conof the Phvsical Education Departfederate States from 1861 to
ment ta.nity at !Ylurra State l'inIS, who was born on June 3. • versit. spoke on "Recretional
1808.
Needs in the Callow av County
Adam Lanning of Murray won
Area- at a meting of Sigma
in over-SO age category in TriathDepartment of Murray Woman's
lon at Memphis In May compelClub.
non,in Shelby Forest State Park.
Dan Roberts is pi. Lured with
Memphis, Tenn.
24
pounds of fish taken v(hue

fishing on Kentucky' Lake.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall
spoke at baccalaureate service at
Murray State College on June 2.
Mary Beth Bwell, Marsha
Hendon, Carolyn Murdock and
Neddic Mathis are Calloway
County 4-H members who will
attend the 1963 Regional Resource Conference at Fontana Village.
N.C., June 3-7.
Recrortrirths reported -at-Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles K. Miller, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. L.J. Hendon, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gayle Finney. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Franklin Jackson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas 'Alexander and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
New sonic. •
Shirley Stroud was installed as
or thy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the

DEAR ABBY: Recently I drove
.10 miles to see a heart specialist
:My appointment was tOr 2 p ni I
didn't see the (1111.11111' upId alfer
).m.
My consultation went like this
The doctor said, "Hello. how are
Then. w allow even waiting
a
114 my answer, he sat me down
chair next to his. desk and put a
stethoscope tot 111". 41(.74 and ,Ald.
"Breathe deeply.- Then a niIrSe
came in to converse with him about
another patient.
I asked about Ow
After she
lab work I had done. Ile
"I
haven't had time to look at it. but
I'm sure everything is all right.-

The intercom buized and he
answered it. 'it hi another look at
m.as
my tile, he said tti,
high and I should pick lip a diet at
tIn' desk The It(lephiine l';111L: again
and the ,loctur spent about ti‘e minthint. ,r
utes talking lit
.\14.1 lie hung up I ((anted to
ask him idiom in.\ night
Intl
his nurse came iii agauut ti talk to
told MI. ill
him The doctor
:11)111.11A1M1•111.
111Ce

‘1011.

I he w hide a ppm iii 111,111
less than 10 11111111tv, I It-ft tilt.
Am
chruc upset, and I'm :till arigr

•‘;is

I living oversensitive? I ani 75 years

old and seldom go to a doctor. but
this specialist %cm:highly recommended. What would you do if' yin'
yyere in my shoes?
DISCUSTED IN NEW MEXICO
DEAR DISGUSTED: First, I
would tell the physician how I
feel about the consultation.
Next I would tell the person
who recommended this doctor
exactly what you told me. After
that, I would send a copy of the
letter you wrote to me to your
county medical association. And
then I'd find another specialist.
DEAR ABBY: As a veterinarian,
I appreciate the warning letter you

BLONDE
(SAM AN :ARE
ELJ.-,ING A
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CALVIN and HOBBES
SPECIFICA1.L1, ID LIKE ID DEBATE
WVIETVIER CANNIBALISM OkAVIT
GIRDulvIDS VOR LENIENC_s( 11-1
MURDERS, SINCE ITt
WASTFUI_ .
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CATHY
LOOK AT YOUR PERFECT UTILE
FEET! LOOK AT YOUR SLENDER,
LEAN, MUSCLE-TONEO FEET!

(gZ

MVO

1440,„ z
,
'.' 441f mallinrtfF

FLAW THAT CURV4 HEEL!
SHOLO OH THAT FABULOUS
ARCH! WOO) THEM WITH YOUR
5/1554 PEEKABOO TOES!
EVER`, SINGLE STNLE LOOKS
iNCREDIBLE ON THOSE SEX"!,
sum, TRIM, ONE HUNDRED
PERCENT CELLULITE-FREE FEET!

IN WINTER wE'R( A SHOE
DEPARTMENT
sit/H*1ER
WE'RE A SELF -REsPEcT
REDEMPTION CENTER

r

3

AT Pi/EGAFOOD?11

•mile
t

it
fia/
.1011111t
1
4
-1

!'!
, )-z
.,
1

NOW I WANNA MAKE
F‘ crop IMPRE-SSIoN

To CARS-THINGS LIKE

I
1

y-,-•''
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'
E2
4,

GARFIELD

Crosswords
ACROSS

"
mastvv
Sibec
,cmiwi
Yail<r•i°4)
sfiavEs
r

1
Oh, boy. was that an ugly day.... Roy instantly took
the bird in to be debeaked, all the way yelling,
'Tit for tat! Tit for tat!"

r

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
k,icu AITLIEDFORAce

THPfr!

ci

1 Chicago -6 Farther
above
11 Musical
instrument
12 Climbing
plants
14 Roster
15 Complete,
total .
17 Neon symbol
18 Ginger —
19 Aromas
20 Fruit drink
21 Myself
22 Musical
drama
23 Walk wearily
24 Forestall
26 Shuts noisily
27 Lease
28 Chair
29 Scorches
31 Smashes
34 Time gone by

l404.1 ABOUT THIS mARC1E
514
IT LOOKS LIKE
#41' IN
GAVE ME AN
EVERY 5U8JECT,..

35 Farm
structures
36 Latin
conjunction
37 Native metal
38 Glossy fabric
39 Mature
40 Running
41 Lift
42 Watch face
43 "Total —
45 Soup
ingredient
47 Europeans
48 Taut

Answer to Previous Puzzle
S L Y
SLA B'S
CiOTB
TOTALIT I E
00 A
• • •
A
SERV
A
14,E P
:0 P E N
0
A
T
P
0
MO
IN
A
T A
NUT
A A
EflALII
A
0
IS I L
0 T
A
IA DO
ETA
ES
liLiN A R
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By Peter If t;att. M
DEAR lilt Gorr
suggestions on actIvity induct•il a•th .
ma The person involved is a I car
old female distance runner who is on
prednisone for pre achy it prepai a
thin. an inhaler Nice daily. and a sec
rind inhaler Just prnir to running She
also uses a mask I'm certain all the,
has helped, but results are still 111,11ginal Breathing difficulties si•I iii
about one mile into the run Ito you
have any suggest inns tor physical ur
mental preparation"
DEAR READER Bronchial asth
ma is a chronic lung distirder marked
by episodic attacks ot ditticulty
breathing because of airway ohstruc
tion: spasm a the muscles linuuui thi•
bronchial tubes, coupled with excess
mucus secretions Asthma can be
triggered by a variety III
including infection. allergies. extrcnie
in
stress. exposure to cold air -and
some cases exercise.
Exercise-induced asthma. a condi
aim that is achieving widespread
recognition, is believed to be due to
the effects of -rapid breathing As air
moves faster in and out ot the
bronchial passages. it causes thy
bronchial muscles io constrict. lead
mg to an asthma attack Fur oh% mous
reasons, this disorder restricts ',nil
mal sports performance
1 gather Irwin your question that

the patient. an adolescent 111111141persists in having symptoms ,ctilIgh
breathlessness and fatigue .• di•spite
what appears to he appropriate treat
merit Specifically. she is Uslf144 Kid
nisone (cortisone pills,. an inhaler !tic
release bronchial spasm, and an oxy
gen mask when needed Because this
combination does not do the trick.
some alterations are in (order
DOWN
First, let nie urge vim to have the
1 Part of
youngster examined hy a pulmonolo
steam
gist. who will test her Ito measure her
generator
breathing capacity' and titter sugges
2 Gaelic
products
Lions that are individualued Mr her
device
3 Emmet
8 Equality
case
13 Sows
4 Note of scale
9 Printer's
16 Civil injury
Second. I am concerned about her
5 Scholar
measure
19 Unlocks
continued use id prednisone Although
6 Extreme
10 Haphazard
20 Winged
7 Baker's
helpful in treating asthma, the chronic
11 Binding
22 Open to view
administration of this drug causes
23 Real-estate
dangerous side effects. including (ha
maps
10
9
8
6
5
4
3
2
1
betes. osteoporosis. weakness and a
25 Expunge
. to infection 'She Would
Surgical
susceptibility
26
13
11
threads
be better off., in the long run, not tak
12•UUN
28 Prominent
ing it The doctor might prescribe a
16
14
29 Trail
cortisone inhaler instead, this is sater
30 Merited
because the medication is not
20
Small
19
31
18
by the body" and. it used
absorbed
amounts
lU
four or five times a day may prevent
32 Feast
23
21
33 Gravestone
asthma attacks
22hUN
35 Goes by
26
Third she should increase her use
25
water
the other inhaler unlinng ii dunng
of
38 Transaction
a run. as well as beforehand
2'
39 Helps
Finally there art. other types of
ill
41 Hurried
79
medicine such as cromolyn ,in an
Johnson
47
32 N 44 Calcium
pills that
inhaler, or theophylline
14
Symb01
might prevent the asthma Irian occur
36• 46 F WOO Islands
II
flog
wherIvond
In short there are other treatment
options and dosage schedules avail '
In
able The PlilinOn011100 I'an advise
WI
ilUll
her
4S
I
Exercise induced a•thina iII nit
'N'4
re%iblIndIi
1/11111411 preparation
rhc
disorder is a physical ailment tor

UU

PEANUTS

printed on March 1 concernim.: the
dangers of giving ho man pain
relievers to pets. I treat several petevery year that were unintenti(pnal
ly poisoned by their well-meaning
owners.
However, there were si.lint•
in the veterinarian's letter that
should he clarified.
Many drugs intended lor
hut
humans are given to an
the dose and frequency will ary
according to the species A good
general rule is to revel- give ant
medication not prescribed by a veterinarian. The drug named in the
it
article (Advil' is not aspirin
ibuprofen. It is occasionally pre
scribed for dogs. but 114'‘vr_fiir cat,.
Aspirin is prescribed lior certain
health problems'in boil) dogs and
cats, hut maybe fatal. especially in
cats, if not given under ;I Vt•I Acet a in moph•qi
supervision.
'Tylenol is very toxic cats and is
never prescribed for either species
Pet owners should never gist.
any of their own prescription drugs
to'their• pets without consulting
their pet's veterinarian. •
LEON M. MI )1011S. DX M.,
SAN FRANI'IS( )
CONFIDENTIAL TO MRS.
DAVID BRODKEY IN OMAHA:
Happy birthday and much love
to my sister Helen, the beauty of
the family — also the oldest. but
who's counting?

Dr. Gott

cog, SOME REASON, 14El G
RAWER l'EAcYk
11-)Ar
`.-00l CAN LOOK
uP IN A BOOK

/

COME ONE! COME ALL!
COME TO ME, DEMORALILED
BATHING SUIT SHOPPERS!

Rainbow for.Girls.
Forty jears ago
Mrs. Harlan Hodges Tevie%ed
the book. The Goi• Of Glory, at
the annual Mother-Daughter banquet of Busipess and Professional
Women's Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. Mrs. Way ne Flora was soloist with Mrs.
Bertha Jones as accompanist
Lochie Fa y Hart. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George. Hart of
Mutray-tecrtx-ed-her--Ascc,jtt on
Arts degree.from Stephens College, Columbia, Mo., on June 2.
Clover Cotham is worthy Matron and William Sims is vvorthy
patron of Murra Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Fastcrn
Star.
Melissa Henry and Don flenr
of Jonesboro, Ark., are spending
the summer with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Chllord
Melugin of Murray.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

il0Q.9NC)0). C.C/ULD WE
ARRANGE OUR SEATS IN A.
1..1.111E
CIRCLE AND t-kk&
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MSU offers four summer workshops

.

I •

•

4

•

•
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--The third annual Trumpet and insurance.
--The Storycrafting Workshop,
Workshop, co-sponsored by Murray State's department of music, is co-sponsored by the National Scscheduled for June 6-10. All seniors outing Museum, is set for June 27high school and older trumpet play- July 3. Eligible students must be
ers are encouraged to attend this preparing to enter grades 8-12 in the
workshop, which will be taught by fall. Experience in storytelling,
Matthew Lee, freelance soloist and creative writing, theater or public
1.KID‘1 • JR NE 4, 1993
musician from Chicago; and John speaking is not required. Students
will study the use of body and
i %..(11 personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on sour own
Schlabach,professor of trumpet and
Yi
-1-901-144.-7:7444. -Y-our phone company—will bill
various forms of stories
gestures,
The
NISU.
at
bands
director ofjazz
fee is $215 for students who attend and techniques for effective telling
ItIR*11111)AV! IN THE trends. Capitalize on a golden career
11 s
and live in Murray State's residence in a variety of settings. All students
kR OF YOUR LIFE: A opportunity and you could reap a
halls and covers all tuition, room, will receive a pass to the National
bonanza. Self- npros einem projects
iiisou great pleasure.
materials and insurance. The fee is Scouting Museum, good for the
are favored. Get out and socialize
tip'11111‘111. about the
%el
ttl
$160 for commuters and covers all entire week.
posinse attitude will help this weekend.
The workshop will be conducted
tuition, materials and insurance.
VIRGO r.Aug. 23-.Sept. 22i:
\at, 17!iii Inpi Irtajil ;.tillipetliliM
by Kentucky's only professional
are:
covered
be
to
topics
the
Among
Ingenuity helps you mike any prob\11 allair'ot the heart leads
fundamental approaches to all as- storytelling troupe, SPINNERS!
lems that arise today. Others are
III Iitest\ le by Christ.1
pects of trumpet playing, jazz style The cost is S250 for students who
an espect noticeable eager to hear -!your ideas. Speak from
and improvisation and performance reside on campus and includes
seirierit in a p:irent-child rela- the heart. especially. when talking
room, tuition, materials, meals and
anxiety.
k in 1994. Let loved with sour mate or business partner.
insurance. For those who live at
Workshop,
Art
Summer
22):
--The
23-Oct.
LIBRA ISept.
that they 1. all count on
ime.,t_ Refuse to be drawn into other peoco-sponsored by Murray State's de- home, the cost is $170, which
rime. ot stress.
•
gs.t
tb
efforts
Your
partment of art, is,scheduled for includes tuition, materials and inma.aii son wake nest. spring could ple's quarrels.
together with an attractise member
June 6-11. High school students surance.
rr,•p 1.i•tin:: Imam tat security.
For more information about these
with or without art experience arc
I BRITIES BORN ON of the opposite sex could he thw anIII', \ I E: a tress Rosalind Rus- ed bs a third pans.
encouraged to auend. The work- workshops, contact the Murray
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos . 21 ):
••ii II 1)eliarge. actor
shop will be taught by Dale Leys, State Center for Continuing Educaopera singer Robert An excellent . day for real estate
tion/Academic Outreach at (502)
professor of art at Murray State,and
transactions. Writing a Jetter could
762-2187.
both
had
has
who
Aniillas,
Beatriz
s R II s \1i Ii 21-Ailril 141: change your life. You suddenly see
solo and group exhibitions in Peru
new
a
in
relationship
a
longtime
wellii
full steam. esen
and the Unite,d.States. The cost for
n to dissuade light. Guard against theft when
residents is $255, which
on-campus
1 ic1iii ot a;_tion i sers socializing tonight.
meals, housing,
tuition,
include
1.1
SAGITTARIUS No%. 22-Dee..
it'aunon is ads ise.
and drawpainting
all
and
insurance
takon
is
todas
emphasis
The
21h
wait-and-see
I AL. a
Mi,ii.
!•1
comwho
those
For
materials.
ing
4.4)lieations.
ing care of pressing
h.
ailinwhich
S160,
is
cost
mute,
the
when
your
2111:
valuables
on
eye
•
an
Keep
(April
S
1 sl Ri
cludes insurance and instruction
business tops Li uld prose with people you barely know. Carematerials.
kw:. than estended vase!. Delas lessness invites unespected losses.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
--The summer Challenge Series,
.17C ,11111., till to undetstand'hut could
19): Give serious attention to the
to ''ill Ads attlagl.._
yo
:111Ong.
a program for the academically
concerns of an elderly parent Or relaIn partner's social
OW
''.••
talented, is scheduled June 13-18.
tive. Problems involving an organiI* • t i ll
Eligible students must be ready to
(
\1 I \I
-lay 21 -June 20): zation could grow. A -eiimplimat
grades 7-10 in the fall. In
enter
emphasis on unpros - could be double-edged. Try not to
each student must meet
addition,
read too much into it.
10-1[1011,55 ith-tbosc around
1!1: k
following criteria: be
the
of
one
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
1. 1iet oia and mingle more. Ness
by a school principal,
recommended
necbe
may
wan-and-see
posture
n;c,,opportututie, beckon. Steer A
Rai ot impractical finankAal essary where a romance or business counselor or gifted program coordinator; place in the upper third of the
partnership is concerned. .\ tempoIhilt
class in academic achievement; deSNi 1 R lune 21 -July 22): A rary financial pinch could hamper
monstrate the ability to benefitfrom
...01.1r sour social life, took for was. to
money into'
an enriched learning experience: or
p ,ontidential dealings improve esisting marital ties.
PISCES tFeh. 19-Alarch 201: A
possess the maturity to work both
ander st laps. Be More
ho requires sudden increase in income is a real
independently and in groups with
al help 't on! torbearance ssill possibility. Support comes from an
other high achieving students. The
unexpected quarter. Teamwork cretc hit wartk'd.
programs include creative writing,
[T6 1 luty 23:Aug. 22i: A bright ates a favorable atmosphere at home
chemistry, performmathematics,
in:. in ss itli lieu financial or place of employment.
ing arts, computer aided manufacar101)krs CHILDREN •% ill be east to get.along with but difficult to turing, computer animation,
AutoCAD
using
design
chitectural
is
u
Rut mediators. they: will 'he skillful at resolving differences
,a."..,.0.11 playmates who dislike each other. Self-disciplined and reser\ ed.. 12,robotics and computers in indus(. ',limns seldom complain. They lean] earls how to take the bitter with try. The cost is 5275 for students
who attend and live in the Murray
II
I\ en as adults. they will show a childlike wonder about the beau- • it .i.: ie. A career insolving animals, agriculture or conservation would
State residence halls. This cost
• .! tee
L
includes all room, meals, tuition,
,
.S.,1 %CUM.!: flok,‘.. C•left1.1%I sit.Im! I
materials and insurance. For comand
pitt• Si
...mt
ir
muter students, the cost is $175,
r..4 141 \tike
• II 14., 11,+1,
11
which includes all tuition, materials

Horoscopes

•

.40-1..41
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

several workshops this summer for
a variety of age groups. Among the
workshops are:

Murray State University's Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outre,ach is sponsoring
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500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-Noon
-
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Carry

151-te77Fro
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Int. Latex Paint

'12.49 gal. Leoreen
• •'Special Offer • • •
With purchase of 4 gallons or more at Porter
Pants your choice) receive a
Free Porter Paints T-Shirt
Special Good While Supplies Last So Hurry & Get Your Free T

)11
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1filE:1`,
EA
0
Miiissunr-rritAgv
w000

Superdeck
Pressure Treated
Wood Stain

At

'1999MYERS
gal

SUBSCRIBE!

MYERS:77.

0 DAYS ONLY!

Friday and Saturday, June 4th & 5th
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DO YOU KNOW OF A PROPERTY
FOR THESE BUYERS?
NEEDS

BUYER
i

4 Bedroom - 3 baths, living room plus family room $125,000 and up (Call James)

Executive with Family

2) Retired Couple

2 or 3 bedroom in town or close to town - small yard a
plus (Call Billie)

3.) Single Sportsman
with cash

Lake property with house, easy access to manna or a
private dock $80.000 to $100,000 (Call Rebecca)

4 ) Couple from Florida

3 bedrooms in city - close to a church - $50,000 to
$60,000 range (Call Betty)

Mature family moving up

$100.000 to $150,000 with 4 bedrooms, dining room,
family room, living room. (Call James)

Couple with two children
in Middle School and High School

3 bedrooms, 2 baths, priced in $50,000 range (Call
Billie)

ivikelOSLI
ta.k. VIEOPOSE
tOceted
htlasbeell
ED d1seWhic
ikENCtnerchan
ted

Can need

7) Single man retiring

Lake area - up to $80,000 property
upgrading (Call Tina)

8 ) Young growing family

Needs 4 bedrooms, - like new 3500 to 4000 sq ft
up to $225,000 (Call Dian)

9 ) Family of 3
Good lobs

3 bedrooms two baths in town $60 000 to $70,000
range (Call Brenda)

Couple near retirement
Have large down payment

"Would like home in Lynnwood or close to town" (Call
Tina)

Tennessee guy

Land for hunting Will accept acreage in Tennessee or
Kentucky (Call Bettyi

to
onW
•AppOes
eeetence.
tagged tor
teduced

SO0

IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO MAY WANT TO SELL
A HOME THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ONE OF OUR BUYERS,
PLEASE CALL:

i awl
S.

•

Loretta Ribs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

Salon Hours
Mon •Tutiis -Wed 10-5
Thurs • Fri II-8
Sal II-II
Sun 1-5
7514411

Chottnut Hills Shopping Cantar
Murray, xv 42011
Office Phone 755-1400
Catalog Phan* 739-40110

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-11
Sun 12 304'30

